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Introduction 
This ~~~ork purposes to teach those princi cles basic to the 
selection, ordering, fitting, care, and elementary understand-
ing of eye glasses. It is particularly intended to supplement 
in-office, hands-on training of new personnel in optical and 
optometric offices. It can be used to outline and pace such 
training, as well as to reduce oral training, thereby saving 
time and increasing training efficiency. 
A comprehensive or detailed work to prepare the employee for 
all conceivable situations and procedures is not intended; 
rather, the goal was a simple, illustrated introduction to 
fundamental concepts ;nost useful and necessary, especially 
during the initial period of training. The sources are the 
personal experience of the i'lriter as an optician a...'ld doctor 1 s 
assistant, course notes fr9m attendance at optometry college, 
textbooks, and other literature and persons. 
Most other vJorks published relative to this area (1) are text-
books, 1-1hich often complicate the s'..lbject matter beyond the 
n•3eds and time allowances of the trainee, (2) seldom adequately 
embrace the range of pertinent knowledge, t3) emphasize business 
rather than technical procedures, and/or (4) are outdated. 
ii 
A manual which offers to the new o-;: tical or paraoptometric 
employee a distil l ed, simplified guide to concepts and techniques 
most likely to be needed in the introductory period, relative 
to spectacle dispensing, ~ill help, it is hoped, provide a more 
sy s ternati c and prompt training. 
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THE EY2 
STRUCTURE 
-PUPil 
CON.JUNCTtVA 
SCLERA 
V!'IREOUS 
LENS 
OPT! C NERVE 
C:.i Li 1-\ 1~\' N\l./S cu: 
1 
FUNCTION 
Light entering the eye is 
refracted (focused, bent) by the 
cornea and the lens to form a 
sharp image on the retina; that 
is, light rays are converged or 
bent toward a focal point. Most 
(roughly 70%) of the eye • s 
refractive pmo~er is provided 
by the cornea. 
When an object is close, 
the light rays from it diverge 
(s pread out). The eye must 
refocus. The muscle surround-
ing the lens contracts, 
ennab ling the lens to thicken 
and become rounder. The lens 
is then able to converge light 
rays better and thereby focus 
a sharp image on the retina. 
This is accomodation. 
No optical erro.r (emmetropia). 
The image comes to focus on the retin.L 
The retina has millions of photoreceptors (rods and cones; 
rods function in darkness, cones detect color), each containing 
photopigments, or chemicals which change when light falls upon 
them. This change starts an impulse along the nerves connected 
to the photorece9tors. Nerves from all parts of the retina join 
to form the optic nerve, '"hich extends to the brain. Visual 
impulses terminate in the back of the brain (occipital cortex). 
Conn.gctions from other parts of the brain can contribute such 
~ on-visual input as memory, emotional state, expectation, etc. 
The impulse ·s are processed and the result is visual perception. 
The visual pathway :o the brain. 
2 
LENSES AND RJ:FRACTIVE ERRORS 
PLUS lENSES 
· thicker at center than at edges 
· magnify 
I 
+ 
\ 
• "against motion" -- Objects viewed 
through a moving 
pl u.s lens appear 
to move in the 
opposite direction. 
· converge light ~ 
• correct hyperopia a~d presbyopia 
H2peropia (farsightedness) means 
the refractive power of the eye 
is too weak (doesn't converge 
light enough) to focus light on 
the retina (or the eyeball is 
too short). The eye can, within 
limits, accomodate to correct the 
focus (at least 1:1hen young), but 
this can be stressful, especially 
during near tasks such as reading. 
The term ''farsightedness" is 
derived from the fact that distant 
objects are seen clearly more 
easily than are near objects. 
A plus lens corrects the problem 
by adding converging power. This 
achieves a proper focusing while 
al l m·Jing the ace omodat ion to relax. 
·The image comes co focus ( cheoretic:llly) behind the ~tina. 
Presbyopia is the loss of the ability to accomodate as one ages 
(the lens becomes harder, tha ciliary muscle looses tone, etc.). 
The loss, '-Ihich starts at birth and continues until reaching a 
near-complete los 2 by the 60's, first becomes a problem for most 
people in their 40 · s. The presbyope cannot focus near obJects 
(such as reading material) well. The remedy is a plus lens, in 
the form of bifocals, reading glasses, etc. 
3 
rHNUS LENSES 
• thicker at edges than at center 
• minify (reduce apparent size of objects) 
• 
11 wi th motion" -- Objects viewed 
through a moving 
minus lens appear 
to move in the 
same direction. 
· diverge light =t:" 
• correct myopia 
Myopia (nearsightedness) means 
the refractive power of the eye 
is too strong (converges light 
to~ much) to focus light on the 
retina (or the eyeball is too 
long). I:i stan t objects look 
blurry. Near objects, however, 
may be seen more distinctly; 
hence the term "nearsightedness. 11 
A minus lens corrects the problem 
b y diverg ing light, thus compensa-
ting for the over-converging 
properties of the eye. 
Some authorities believe that myopia, 
in many cases, is the result of stress 
on the accomodation system from 
sustained periods of reading or other 
near tasks, conceivably causing accomodative spasm, strectching 
of . the eye's tis~ues 3 •tc., which ev~ntuate into an altered 
refractive state. To reduce the stress, and thereby hopefully 
mi:::-:.ioize the worsening of the nyopia, one can observe a t'ew 
simple practices during extended periods of reading or near 
work: (1) every five or ten minutes look for ten or twenty 
seconds across the room or out a window (which allows the 
accomodation to relax); (2) illuminate material adequately; 
(3) avoid holding material too c l osely (16" is considered an 
average adult reading d ista.."'"lce); (4) every ~-1 hour set up 
and talte a break; and ( 5) if you 1,vear minus lenses, and 
there is no compelling reason to wear them for near (such as 
si gnifica~t astigmatism, high myopia, prism, etc.), take 
them off for extended near work. Sometimes bifocals or plus 
lenses may be pr escribed to further reduce the stres s and 
thereby attempt to re tar d my opic progression. Hard contact 
l enses may alsc effectively control increasing myopia. 
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CYLINDER LENSES 
• detected by viewing a 
line (or other object) 
through the lens and 
turning the lens; the 
line will appear to 
tv1ist. 
• manufactured usually in minus 
cylinder (shown to the left), 
having the cylinder ground 
unto the back surface, and 
less often in plus cylinder 
( shmvn to the right), having 
the cylinder on the front. One can distin-
guish between the t1vo, if necessary, by using 
5 
a lens measure to detect which surface is toric. 
• correct astigmatism 
Asti~matism means that 
the eye does not focus 
light rays to a single 
point, causing objects 
to look blurry. 
The problem is caused 
by the cornea or the 
lens. Normally they 
are spherical, or have 
surfaces shapec like a 
point of focus 
for honzontal rays 
Asrigmarism. 
The image comes co focus at rwo sepance poinu. 
basketball cut in half. In the 
astigmatic eye, the lens or the 
cornea is toric, or is shaped like 
a football cut in half, in that ©<D it is more curved in one meridian (direction) and elsewhere is flatter. 
spherical to ric 
A cylinder lens corrects the problem by introducing a toric 
shape (resulting from grinding a cylinder onto a normal 
spherical lens) to a surface of the correcting lens which is 
exactly o~posite to the toric shape of the cornea or lens, 
and therefore has an effect on light i·Jhich is opposite to 
and cancels out the astigmatism. Light can than focus to a 
single point on the retina. 
The axis (flattest meridian) of 
the cylinder lens must be 
oriented, when ~laced before 
the eye, to align appropriately 
to the eye's toricity. By 180 
custom, an imaginary reference 
line is dra\'m horizontally 
90 90 
0 
at the eyes as one faces the patient, from 0° to 180° (as 
illustrated above), and the orientation bf an axis is specified 
by its angular location relative to this l~ne. After 180° 
the system starts again at 1°. Therefore, write "002" rather 
than "182," "036" r·ather than "216," etc. -Write "180" rather 
than "o.n 
To illustrate the relation between astig-
matism and axis rlacement, let us suppose 
a cornea is more curved in the vertical 
than in the horizontal meridian, causing 
"with-the-rule" (~vTR) astigmatism, the 
most common t ype; the doctor would 
prescribe a cylinder lens having the axis 
placed at or near 1300 (assuming minus 
cylinder is used). 
Similarly, if the curvature of the cornea 
is steeper horizontally--"against the 
rule" (ATR)--then the axis is prescribed 
near 90°. 
Or, if the cornea were steeper at 45°, 
a correcting cylinder, axis 135°, would 
be required. Note that toricity close 
to 45° or 135° causes "obliq ue" astigma-
tism, v:hich disturbs vision more than t h e 
~'lTR or ATR types. 
cornea cylinder 
lens 
6 
lENS POWER 
Lens pm1er is sp·:3cified in terms of the diopter, which is 
based on the focal length of a lens. 
A plus lens having a refractive poi'ter of one diopter ( 1 D) 
b rings light to a focus one meter (l rn) behind the lens, 
which distance is the focal length of the lens. A lens 
i'tith a focal l ength half as long, .5 rn, is twice as powerful 
in refracting light, being a +2 D lens. A still more power-
ful lens of +3 D has an even shorter focal length of .33 m. 
The power of a lens in diopters, then, equals the reciprocal 
of its focal length in meters. 
Pllls lenses in higher po't!Jers have greater center thicknesses 
and magnification and converge light more powerfully. 
+I 
1=-CCAL 
r-1inus lenses in higher powers have greater edge thicknesses and 
more minification and diverge light more powerfully. The 
focal point of a minus lens is an imaginary or "virtual" point 
in front of (rather than behind) the lens. 
Lens rm,rer is Hritten v;ith two decimal Places and in stecs of 
0.25 D, such as 0.50, 0.75, l.Oo, etc. - (Occasionally power 
may be further divided into steps of O.J2 D, as follows: 
0.37, 0.50, 0.62, 0.75, 0.87, etc.) Always inclllde the plus 
or minus sign. 
Lenses to correct myopia, hyperopia, or rresb :; opia--lvith no 
as tigma ti sm rresen t--are sphere l enses, meoming both surfaces 
of the lens are spherical, and are written as shown in the 
follov!ing exarnples: 
- 3.25 sphere -0.50 sph -1.75 D.S. -? .oo sph 
7 
If astigmatism accompanies the myopia, hyperopia, or presbyopia 
(which is quite often the case), the cylinder power is written 
after the sphere power, followed by the cylinder axis. The 
axis is preceded by an "x," v~hich stands for "axis at." Note 
the following examples: 
-4.00-1.2 5xl80 
+2. 50-0. SOx095 
-0.75-3.25x007 = 
correction for 4 D of myopia (fairly 
high) and 1.25 D of WTR astigmatism 
(madera te); could be read "minus four 
diopters sphere, minus one· twenty · five 
(or one-point-two-five, or one and a 
quarter) diopters cylinder, axis at 
one eighty (or one hundred eighty 
degrees)" 
moderate hyperopia with low ATR astig-
matism; ''plus two fifty, minus fifty, 
axis ninety fi ve11 
low myopia 'VIi th high \>fTR astigmatism; 
n minus seventy five, minus three twe!:lty 
five, axis sevenn 
If only astigmatism is present--no myo~ia, hypero pia, or 
~resbyopia accompanies it--a "plano-cy lincer" lens is prescribed, 
and written as in the folldwing example: 
pl -2.00xl30 = moderately high oblique astigmatism; 
"plano, minus two, axis one thirty; n 
could also be written "-2.00 r.C.xl30," 
''D~c~ standing for "diopters of cylinder" 
If the lens has no optical power--such as used by an emmetrope 
(a person with no refractive error) for sunglasses--it is called 
a ''plano. 11 Both surfaces have virtually the same curvature. 
The sDecification of the newer of a lens, as exrlained above, is 
called the rr lens formula. ri 
By custom, the right eye precedes the left eye in obtaining and 
~iving optical (relating to lenses and vision) and ophthalmic 
Teye-related) information. Write, therefore, the formula for 
the right eye's lens first, as in the f ollowing examr:le • .Note 
also the customary abbreviations. 
Ot -2.50-0.50xl80 -- right eye (R2); "oculus dexter" in Latin· 
OS -2 .00-0.25xl75 -- left eye (I.E); "oculus sinister" 
OU -- both eyes; "oculi uni ter" 
8 
transposition 
The preceding examples have been in min 1.ls cylinder form, i.,rhich 
is the form most employed by optometrists and labs. Many 
o~hthalmologists, hmtJever, ~.,rrite their prescriptions in 
plus cylinder form. 
Transpose from one form to the other l if necessary, by tl:e 
following steps: 
( 1) Add the sphere and cylinder values. 
( 2 ) Change the sign of the cylinder. 
( 3 ) Change the axis by goo. 
exarr:.ple 1: 
given: -4.00+0.5Qx02S (plus cylinder form) 
(1) -4.00 
+0.50 
-3.50 Thi.s is the transposed sphere po·wer. 
(2) +0.50 - -0.50 This is the transposed cylinder pOi'ler. 
( 3) 025 - 115 This is the transposed cylinder axis. 
~esult in minus cylinder form: -3.50-0.50xll5 
example 2: 
given: +2.00+l.OOx95 
( 1) +2. 00 
+1. 00 
+3.00 
(2 ) +1.00 - -1.00 
result: +3 .00-l. OOx005 
example 3: 
given: -0.50+2.00xl80 
( 1 ) -0. 50 
+2.00 
-1.50 
( 2 ) + 2 • 0 0 -- -2 • 00 
res ult: -l. 50-2 . 0 Cx090 
( 3) 095 ~ 005 
( 3 ) 18 0 -- 0 9 0 
9 
example 4: 
given: -3.00-2.00x065 (minus cylinder form) 
(1) -3.00 
-2.00 
-5.00 
(2) -2.00 ~ +2.00 (3) 065 - 155 
result in plus cylinder form: -5.00+2.00xl55 
notes: 
· Both written forms of a given prescription specify the 
same optics, just written two different wa1s. 
• Y~nus (back surface toric) and plus (front surface toric) 
cylinder lenses~-speaking now of the physical form of the 
lens, not the ~.Jri t ten form-- are identically effective in 
correcting refractive errors but may differ somewhat in 
the magnification and aberration properties they present 
to the eye. Minus cylinder is superior in this 
respect. Some individuals, however, who are habituated to 
plus cylinder may have difficulty adapting to minus 
cylinder lenses. 
• Most labs automatically use minus cylinder (back toric) 
lenses, whether the order is written in minus or plus 
cylinder form. If it is written in plus form, they will 
simply transPose it. If a true plus cylinder (front toric) 
lens is desired--such as in the case of a person who is 
accustomed to 1.-Jearing plus cylinder and cannot or will 
not adapt to minus cyli nder--a specific note to that effect 
must usually be made on the order form. 
· If a prescription written in plus cylinder form is 
presented to you, such as for the purpose of ordering 
new glasses, it is best to simply use the lens formula 
as is, without transposing it. 
10 
FRIST-1 lENSES and eye muscle imbalances 
Six extraocular or oculo-
rotary muscles control the bonycrtlllt...::;;;.__~ ~;::::::::;:~ 
turning of each eye. If 
the muscles or muscle nerves 
do not act equally in the two 
eyes an imbalance, or diffi-
culty pointing the eyes 
together, can result. 
11 Strabismus" or "tropia" means 
only one eye at a time points 
at the object being vie\ved, 
w hi le the o the r eye turns '.Eyeball in socket. showing three of the aremal eye muscles. inward (esotropia), outward ~- - - - -- --- --- -- - -~- -- - --- -
( exotr apia) , upward (hyper tropia) , or dowr.n"ard ( hy potropia). 
This condition leads to either double vision (diplopia) or, 
more often, to mental suppression of vision trom the deviating 
eye. (Another possible adaptation is a con dition called anoma-
lous retinal correspondance.) 
Strabismus in young children can have particularly disturbing 
consequences. The nerves from the eyes to the brain do not 
complete development until around s~x yeGtrs of age. Prior to 
11 
this time, their development depends, to some degree, on the 
amo~t of visual stimulation carried along them. If the visual 
input from an eye is b eing suppressed because the eye is deviating, 
then the nerves from that eye will not deve l op prooerly. The 
result is amblyopia, or poor vision in that eye that cannot be 
corrected by lenses. The detection and treatment of strabismus 
--and aDblyopia, if present, by patching the good eye so as to 
force the deviating eye to f~ction--as young as possible before 
t he age of f i ve or six is, theref ore, important. 
11 Heterophoria'1 is a tendency of the e yes to drift imvard (eso-
phoria) or outward (exophoria), or for one eye to drift up.vard 
( hyper phoria) or j m·ml·i ard (hyperphoria), under certain testing 
conditions; under normal condit i ons, however, the eyes point 
together. Most people are orthophoric (no tendency to drift ) 
or sligh t l y exophoric. High heterophoria may indicate th e e yes 
are strusgling to point tog e t her, causi n5 stress and di scomfort. 
ESO E')(O RICii-IT l--lYI'ER. R I Crl-tT 1-lYPO 
Surge ry, in \vhi ch eye o uscl es are cut ana rea t tatched to t he eye, 
is one ~ethod to treat s t rabismus, and the one usua l l y preferred 
by ophthaL~ologists. Visual trai~ing--exercise s to i mprove the 
skills of the eyes--and t he prs scr irtion of prism lenses are 
methods to trsat troubl es ome he terophor i a and are methods 
a lter nat ive to or use d in conj unction wi th sur ge ry i n the 
treatment of strab ism us. 
Prism lenses deviate the path of light rays. 
This allows a deviating eye to turn in 
or out and still see the same image as 
the other eye. 
The eye turns toward the apex of . the 
prism. 
1 
12 
0 
i 
3ase out (BO) prism--that is, having 
the base petitioned outward relative to 
:B'ASC IN PRLt;,\ SMC OUT i>t<lf.tA 
the pupil--is prascribed for eso problems, base in (BI) 
base down {3D) for .hyper, and base up (BU) for hypo. 
for exo, . 
Prism po"\orer is specified in terms of the prism diopter ( ~). 
A prism of l~ deviates light 1 em from its normal path, 
measured l m from the prism. The higher the prism's po1-ver is, 
the thicker the base \~ill be and the more it will deviate light. 
l im·-- · -
, I • 
- -----.. ---
. I em 
----r 
1---- I m ---1 
I ; 
' I 
~--' 
2_ CVV\ · 
---. 
Prism may be incorporated in to lenses in three ways: 
(l) bicentric grinding or 
"slab-off" prism ~-~ 
( 2) 
( -z: ) 
..) , 
v - - ·-- -.. . . . ~ 
Fresnel press-en prisms, which are thin sheets of pliable 
plastic which can be cut to 
a suitable shape and pressed, 
under \'later , onto the surface 
of an existing lens. 
decentration of the optical centers of normal lenses 
A plus lens may be thought of, in principle, as two prisms 
joined at the bases, a minus lens as two prisms joined at 
the api ces.({_ 0_/\ .ft \[ =·\} \\ =... - V"'-OPTirAL C6\ITE){ ~ ~ /j '-oPi !P ~ C:;Y:"'"Ee.. 
. -
The optical center is located at the junction of the 
imaginary prisms. No prismatic effect occurs when the 
ey e lo oks through the optical center, so glasses in which 
no prism is desired, ~·lhich is the usual case, are made so 
as to place the optical centers in front of tha pupils. 
If, however, a prismatic effect is desired, the optical 
centers can be displaced so as to cause the eye to view 
through parts of the lenses which are, in effect,prisms. 
If, for example,a patient has an eso deviation and requires 
a plus lens correction, decentering the lenses outward will 
introduce needed BO prism. If this patient had an exo 
deviation instead, inward decentration would give needed 
BI prism. lfunus lenses would be decentared in the opposite 
directions. 
QCD 
<p~ 
I 
I 
NO Pl<.i.SIV\ 
{::::!::> 
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More decentration gives more ~ismatic effect. In calcu-
lating the amount of decentration needed to achieve a 
given amount of prismatic effect, the lab takes the power 
of the lens into consideration by applying the formula 
.1 = p x dcm . ' 
or prism power in prism diopters equals the power of the 
lens in diopters (in the meridian of decentration) times 
the amount of decentration in centimeters. Thus, for 
example, if a -3.00 D lens in front of the right eye 
were decentered l em (l~ mm) outward a 3ABO prismatic 
effect would result. 
The same formula may be used to calculate how much 
unwanted prism exists in a oair of glasses, if. any does. 
If, for example, the distance between a patient's pupils 
is 60 mm (6 em) and his glasses have -4.00 IJ lenses 'rJith 
optical centers separated by 65 mm (6.5 em) then the 
glasses are introducing a total prismatic effect of 
1 
4. 00 D x 0. 5 em = 2"". 
13 
If not prescribed, this 2A is unvianted .and might cause stress. 
In prescribing prism, the doctor will'.·lrite it follo,rJing the 
sphere and cylinder, as in the following e~camples. 
OD -2.00-0. 50xl80 rf 3I 
OS -2 .25-l.OOxl75 5A BI 
~"' or -2.00-0.50xl80 1  BU 
OS -2.2 5-l.OOxl 7'5 li-.o.B t: 
~ULTIFCCAL LENSES 
Presbyopia ( 11 old v i sion") causes most people to seek optical 
aid for near vision sometime in their 40's. The aid can be 
su pplied in the form of either reading glasses or multifocal 
~nses. Both are alike in that they place plus lenses in · 
front of the eyes for near vision. 
Reading glasses, or readers, have single-vision (in contrast 
to multifocal) lenses vJhich provide a ppropriate correction for 
near vision. One advantage is the large field of view they 
provide. 'I"he lenses cause distant ob .j ects to appear blurry, 
obliging the ivearer to remove them ~'1henever he desires to clearly 
see objects which are not close, such as a te~vision across 
the room; further, if he has a refractive error, he will need 
a second pair of glasses--'l.~ith a distance correction--to be able 
to see distance clearly. 
Half-eye glasses are readers which have 
vertically narrow lenses and sit lower on 
the nose than normal glasses, thereby 
permitting view over the top of the glasses 
when distanr.e vision is desired. The weight is light and 
are generally more convenient than normal reading glasses 
those who can ,...,ear them, namely em:netropes (people having 
refractive error). 
they 
for 
no 
Ready-made readers are commonly avail.:lble for purchase itl crug 
stores. They differ from quality prescription readers in that 
the latter place the optical centers of the lenses in front of 
the pupils of the eyes, whereas the former do not (most often 
the O~·tical centers are too T.videly spread apart), except by 
chance. This introduces unHa.nted prism. rrug store readers 
also present the same lens power to each eye--often the refrac-
tive stat us of the two eyes differ some·wha t--and do not currec t 
astigmatism, if present. Some people function adequately t hrough 
them, others may have prob l ems. 
Hy opi c ~i:" e sb y opes, in meDy ca s es, do not nee d o ptical aid to 
see near objects c l e ar l y; they can get by, i n convenient as it 
~ay be, by simply removing their distance g lasses when they 
desire to vi ew near objects. Kult i foc a l l enses, howeve ~ , 
offer t hem much more conv en i ence. 
The mu l tifocal l ens ha s a plus lens actually b uilt i n to the 
l 011er ~art of the l ens. The top portion of the l ens en.1'lables 
di stance vision and the bottom portion e~nab les ne ar v i sion. 
Thus, the patient may wear his multifocal glasses constantly, 
without hav i n.g: to ch a."'l;re ;:r l a sses f or ~Efferent ta sks. Y:ulti-
foc als generally provide ~ sr:1aller field of vie'•l th rough the 
nea r port i on th an is r r ovi 6 ed by read ers of the n akec eye a."'ld 
t he l ine 6iv ij i ng th e ne ar and 6is tan ce port i on s of t he :Lens 
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(in bifocals and trifocals) 
creates a visual discontinuity 
(objects appear to "jump" as 
one views alternatively through 
the far and near portions). The 
grid pattern at the right shows 
image displacement seen through 
a bifocal seg. 
MQst people adapt to these dis-
turbances within a few '.-leeks 
of wear. Advise the patient to 
use caution traversing stairs 
initially; and it may be a good 
idea in some cases for the patient to adapt to them at horne, 
for the first several days, rather than attempting driving . 
or \'ralking do'.'m the street right a-.,.ray. 
bifocals 
The plus lens i'thich is built into the lower part of the bifocal 
lens is called the segment or, more often, the~· The differ-
ence in o·pti cal power between the distance and the near portions 
is called the add. The near portion is ah1ays more plus or less 
minus than the distance portion, so the add is given a plus sign. 
Note the following example. 
DISTANCE' POi/.T/ON-.,..
8 N~A2. ~~Ri'lOf\1 --- . (S.EG ) 
j'--
=t 
I 
.) f'l', ----DlSTANC.E PCWG~ = .3,; = + 3 D 
= _, 
• .:~ H\ 
add= total near po\ver- distance pmver = (+4)- (+3) = +1 
lens formula: +3.00 sph, add +1.00 
Adds normally range from +1.00 to +2.50 Din ateps of 0.25. 
A first bifocal add is typically +1.00 to +l.so; the magnitude 
increases ov~r the years, from ex &~ to exam, until the patient 
reaches a poi..nt in his 60's when a.bollt a -4-2.50 add is prescribed, 
\41th little, if, any subsequent increase needed. 
The add is usually the same for each eye and is usually written 
below the l ens formulae, as in the follm.,ring example: 
or; - 3 .00-0. 50x085-
OS -2.50 sph 
add +1.00 OU 
Bifoc als are av ailable in various seg styles, such as those 
described belov1. The most popular style is the YT 25; next is 
the exec. 
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FT (straizht top) or ST (flat tol1 (or D, etc.) 
· available in l'lidths of 25 (?T 25), 
28 (FT 28), and 35 (FT 3:;.) mm 
• The 2-5 mm ,Nidth is adequate for most 
peo-ple. The i<~ider segs give a T.-Jider 
near field of view, if desired; they 
also make a glass lens 
a little thicker and ~ ~ 
heavier and the ledge 
of a plastic lens a 
3 li t t le w i d er . 
glass plastic 
exec (executive) or full se~ 
· good for accounta~ts, bookkeepers, 
draftsmen, a..."ld others who need a wide 
near field of view (which allows the 
patient to turn his eyes rather than 
having to turn his head to look from 
s i d e t o ·s i de ) 
· also good for children's bifocals, to 
insure they use the near portion 
· have disadvanta,ges such as the follc.,.'!ing: 
• a thick, noticeable lejge or seg line 
• heavy 'tleight in a plus lens 
· somewhat poorer o~tics ( compared to the FT) 
in the peripheral parts of the near 
portion 
• more difficult to manufacture and edge 
pro~erly, which may cause delays 
• more expensive 
• maximum seg height possible is 28 mm 
· are monocentric, meAning the optical centers 
of the distance and the near portions 
are located at the same olace on the 
lens (in contrast to the-FT, in which 
the near portion optical canter is 
displaced inward to correspond to the 
convergence of the eyes durin~ near 
gaze), 1,,rbich 
introduces un- g .15) 
t -' - • • . -_ OirrANCf ~lD'\1 OC. •:~an e._. pr1sm 1n .¥" -
either the dis-
• NlfA.il, i>OII':rtPiot 0 C. . _ 
tance or the 
near portions. exec FT 
· If a \'Ji c 3 seg is cesired, but the exec is unaccept-
al:)le, . the ?T 28 or 35 is a e;ood cornpromi se. 
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round seg 
• Seg line is less visible than that of 
the FT or exec. 
Seg l'lidth is usually 22 mm, the "22 mm 
round." (24 and 35 mm may also be avail-
able.) The narrow near field is the 
main disadvantage. 
~ glass 
• In plastic, t he lens surface is slightly 
raised at the seg. 
"Kryptok't (cheap glass round-seg) 
bifocals have somewhat more chromatic 
aberration--causing color fringes--than 
other bifocal styles. ffColor-free 
round" (higher quality glass round-seg) 
bifocals and plasti c round-seg bifocals 
do not have this problem. 
a plasti c 
ultex 
· This style causes more image 11 jump'," as one vie'IIS 
alternatively through the far and near portions 
(compared to the FT or exec) • 
• Some dtppsnser s set the seg 1 IJ1i'Tl higher than normal. 
therefore, 
if needed. 
· not used much currently 
• The seg can be ground onto the back 
surface (other styles are on the front 
surface), l'lhich enables the lab to 
grind cylinder on the front surface; 
this style is available in plus cylinder, 
(Other styles are in minus cylinder only.) 
• causes more image jump than other bifocal styles 
double segment bifocals 
double D couble exec double round 
(baseball bifocal) 
· for occupational use by car~enters, painters, 
electricia~s, auto u.echanics, pilots, some machine 
operators, or anyone who needs to see close items 
a b ov e a."'l d b a 1 ovv e y e lev e 1 
• The b ottom seg has a normal, full-pmver adc; the 
too seg is 75% (most often) of the bottom add to 
~ermit a slightly lonser workinE ~istance through it. 
bifocal measurement 
Generally, the top of the seg should be 
located ~t the margin of the lower eyelid. 
1. Adjust the frame to sit level on the patient; 
also adjust the nose pads, 1r present~ to fit the nose. 
2. Position your eyes level with 
the patient's eyes. Instruct 
the patient to look between 
your eyes. 
3. Measure with a PD rule (metric rule) 
from the eyelid margin (where eyelashes 
emerge) to lower eyewire 
( i _nner edge). Add -§- mm 
to allow for bevel groove 
inside the eyewire. 
This measurement is 
example : 21 hi the "se13 height." 
Notes: • I'-ie as ur e b o th e y e s • Occassionally the seg heights 
~· \·lill' differ. Measure to the tangent to the lo-1·Jest part 
· of the eye1vire. 
- no 
• il.void goggle-sha~ed frames 'l'lhich vJould tend 
to · cut off much of the near portion. 
·G?· . .. . / ... v -
/ . 
. ' / _- ' 
· A seg must ordinarily be at least lO-t mm high 
to be useable; 15 mm or more is best. 
• The seg heieht for a semi-rimless 
frame (especially if no demo 
lens is in place) may be 
measuted down from the bottom 
of the upper eyeHi.re or rim. 
Rules of thumb: 
1. .E;.et the seg at the same position (.relative to eye} as 
previous seg, if previous bifocal ".vearer, unless -:,::a ·tient 
has special need or complaint. (If you suspect t~e 
previous bifocal i·las too lCJ'!.v, ask the patient v-1hether 
he found it necessary to tilt his head back in order to 
view near objects or reac. If yes, ask ',vhether patient 
i·Jas bothered by it. If yes again, ses should probably be 
set somewhat higher this time.) 
2. Set the seg lower than normal (or at least consider it) if: 
· near portion will seldom be used 
· very active person (eg. plays spar ta frequeTitly, etc. ) 
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• first bifocal 
sunglasses (near portion usually less used) 
• patient tends to tilt head backward or is very erect 
• patient is particularly tall 
· patient has deep-set eyes 
• frame tends to stand away from the face excessively 
Set the seg higher if: 
• near portion vlill be used more than distance portion. 
• child (to insure use of near portion) 
• round seg or blended bifocal (1 mm higher) 
• glasses will be heavy and are likely to sink down 
somewhat 
• patient tends to tilt head forward or stoops 
• patient is particularly short 
4. Consult the patient regarding his , needs. 
5. If in doubt, it is better to set a bifocal too low than 
too high, generally. (High segs cause more complaints 
than do lo1-1 seg s. ) 
6. If you do not hap~n to have the exact eyesize of the 
frame you are ordering for the patient, measure a seg 
height using, the same style frame in whatever eyesize 
is on hand, then adjust the measurement as follows: 
(1) Calculate the difference be tween the. eye siZes of the 
frame ordered and the frame used to take the measure-
ment. 
(2) Divide the difference by 2. 
(3) Add this number to the measured seg height if the 
ordered frame is larger than the frame on hand~ 
Subtract this number from the measured seg height 
if the ordered frame is smaller than the frame on 
hand. 
example: 
on-hand eyesize = 56 
ordered eyesize = 52 
measured seg height = 22 hi 
( l) 56 - 52 = 4 
(2) 4 .:. 2 = 2 
(3) 22"- 2 = 20 hi is the adjusted se5 heigHt 
Caution: If a different brid~ e size is also ordered, 
the frame may sit higher (if ordered bridge is narrower ) 
or lower (if ordered bridge is vJider) tha.Yl the frame used 
for measurement; a decrease or an increase, r?spectively, 
of the ordered seg height may be appropriate. 
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trifocals 
Trifocals are bifocals with one additional feature: an 
intermediate portion. 
A bifocal 1-rhich has an add of +1.75 or 
higher does not permit clear vision of 
objects at an intermediate distance--
a range of as much as 2 to 5 feet from 
the patient's eyes. Some 
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patients are never bothered 
by this and function quite 
well with bifocals. Others 
may find it disturbing or 
inconvenient, particularly 
A book.keeper wearing trifocals. 
1 f engaged in .,,ork or other 
activities which require 
good intermediate vision, 
such as might be the case, 
for example, with an execu-
tive •l'lho must read a calender 
placed across his desk. 
This latter group may prefer 
a trifocal or a progressive 
addition lens~ either of 
which permit the desired 
intermediate vision, achieved by the patient turning his eyes 
slightly dov1m·1ard to view through the intermediate portion of 
the lens. Near vision is achieved by turning the eyes further 
do'tJmvard to vie\·1 through the near portion. 
The intermediate portion most often has an add ~-Jhich i-s 50% that 
of the near portion. (Other percentages are available by special 
request.) So if, for example, the near add is +2.00, then the 
intermediate add ".•rould be +1.00, that is, it 1i/Ould be 1.00 D 
more plus or less minus than the distance portion. 
Trifocals are avaiable in the flat ton. 
exec, and other · styles, similar to b ifo'cals. 
The f lat . top in a 25 mm 'tlidth is the 
most ponular stvle. The vertical dimension 
is most-often 7'mm (other depths may be 
specially requested). AFT trifocal having 
these dimension ~auld be specified as a 
~T 7x25; or, alternatively, by names such 
as FT 25 trifocal and CV 7 ("continuous 
:- 25rnfr', ----1 
I !__l - ~ 7 mr>' 
1- ---\--r 
vision, 7 mm iYlter a:ediate"). A 28 mm ':licth ?T would be srecified 
as FT 7x28; L' it had a 10 mm intermediate portion, it v;ould be 
a FT 10x28; and so on. 
Trifocals for srecial occupational use include the quadrifocal, 
·,.,rhich is a trifocal havine: an extra seg in the top of the lens, 
which ~ortion h~s an add which is, most often, 75% t hat of the 
near portion, similar to double seg bifocals; aDd trifocals 
having intermediate portions 10 or 14 rnrn deep, usu.:o.lly in 
the exec style, for pianists, machi Y1ists, secretar ies, 
video display terminal operators, or any occupation where 
most vision is at interme diate ditances. 
quad ri fo cal deep inter~ediate exec trifocal 
Trifocal seg height measurement is similar to that for bifocals 
with the following excePtions. 
1. Trifocal segs shouln be set so 
that the tap line is located 
at the lm-Jer pupil margin. 
( Ln alternative, less-preferred 
location is mid-way between 
the lov.Jer puri l margin and the 
lower iris margin. This fre-
quently positions the near 
portion too low.) better 
Therefore, measure the vertical Bistance 
i'n mm from the lovJer pupll margin to 
the lowest part of the eyewire (plus ~ mm 
for the bevel groove). 
2. If in doubt, it is generally safer to set 
a trifocal seg to high than too low. 
3 . The seg height must, in most cases, be a minimum of 17 mm; 
otherwise too much of the near portion will be cut off, 
rendering it nearly useless. 
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"No-line" multifocal lenses include blended bifocals and 
progressive addition lenses, as described below. 
blended bifocals 
• round-sag bifocals--22 mm typically--
in which the junction betvJeen the distance 
and near portions is smoothed over so as 
to "er ase 11 the line 
• The blend creates a circular band of uoor 
optics 1.5 mm (or more) aro~.m.d the seg, 
which is the main disadvantage. 
· Set the seg 1 mm higher than usual. 
· some brands: Younger Seamless, Sola 2000, 
EZ-2 Vue (25 mm width) 
progressive addition lenses 
continuous addition of plus 
power toward the bottom of 
the lens 
• The top half of the lens is 
for distance vision. Turn-
ing the eyes sli.ghtly dowm'lard 
so as to view through the 
portion slightly below center 
permits intermediate vision. 
Further downward gaze so as 
to ·view through the bottom of 
the l ens permits near vision. 
Lines do not divide the por-
tions of the lens; therefore, 
\·lhile functioning s::..milar to 
a trifocal, the progressive 
add lens does so wi thout the 
optical and cosmetic inter-
ference of seg lines. 
• The optics are some\•ihat ciistorted in the 
lower periphery of the lens, which is the 
main disadvanta~e. These distortion 
regions -;:-art ic ulai,_ly encroach on and 
limit the -::1 icth of the intermejiate 
portion. The near portion is sbmewhat 
wider b ut not so wide as to be suitable 
for a person who needs a particu l arly 
wide near field of view. The patient should be forewarned 
of these limitations. 
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• some brands: Vari lux 2, Ultravue, Silor Super No Line 
• Varilux 2 seems to have better optics (less 
distortion) than other progressive lenses. 
comparison belO'\v of grid pat terns as viel'led 
Vari lux 2 and a..'l"lother progressive lens. 
peripheral 
Note the 
through a 
Varilux 2 other progressive lenses 
The manufacturer (Silor) of Varilux 2 recommends modifi-
cation of the prescription as follows: Add -0.25 B to 
the distance sphere power and t0.50 to the add. 
The pupil height specification, '"hen ordering a Varilux 
2, must be at least 22 mm. If it were less than this, 
too much of the near portion of the lens I·.JOuld be cut 
off; if so, try a different frame. 
• Ultravue (by AO) has slightly wioer non-distorted inter-
mediate and near portions. It is available in plastic 
only. The minimum pupil height recom~ended is 19 mm. 
· Careful patient selection, advising, and instruction 
':Jill reduce the numbe r of dissatisfied patients. 
Generally, those most likely to receive the lens well 
are people whc have: 
• a f~rst-time bifocal prescription 
• a low add in their bifocal prescrirtion 
· no more than a moderately frequent need for near 
vision 
People most likely to find progressives ur-satisfactory 
include people who have: 
• high cylinder power in t heir prescription 
· a high add in their bifocal prescription 
• been ·wearing exec "bifocals (the mv-itch to a 
smaller near field may be discomfi tting) 
· need for a ~vide near and/or intermediate field 
(accountants, :raftsmens, etc.) 
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Advise the patient before ordering the lenses regarding 
their limitations and the fact that it 'rlill probably 
take about t1-10 ',•leeks of wearing to fully adapt to them. 
Instruct the patient, upon delivery, regarding the use 
of the lenses, 'lli th words such as the following: 
To look at an object turn your head to;..Jard it and 
point your nose at it. Raise or lower your chin 
until you are looking through the part of the 
lens that is in focus at that distance. 
More specifically, the upper half of the lens--
which is the region you 'tlill be looking through 
when the head is erect and the eyes are directed 
straig-ht ahead or Ut:"vlard--oermits vision of 
distar;_t objects. r...O~vering- the eyes slightly 
so as to view through the part·of the lens which 
is slightly below center and in the middle of the 
lens horizontally permits vision of objects at 
intermediate distances. Lm·1ering the eyes further 
so as to vi e1-1 through the bot ~-om of the lens 
permits near vision, such as for reading. 
At first you may notice some slantiness or other 
unexpected image qualities, especially in your 
peripheral vision or as you move your head; 
your mind will adapt to this and (in all likeli-
hood) it '.•Jill not be bothersome within about a 
b-.fo 'tJeek adaptation period. Give yourself at · 
least this long, wearing thg~ as constan tly as 
possible, to get used to them •. 
· !-1easuring for progressive lenses involves specifying 
the loca tion of the Pupil (each eye measured seParately) 
relative to the eyewire. The lab sets the optical 
center of the lens according to this specification. 
It must be ex2ct, as the narrow inter ms~i ate portion 
and the vertical ~roaression of pl us power permi t 
little room for e~ror. 
Position yourself so as to face 
the patient squarely, on the 
sa.rne e :;e level, and at an arm 1 s 
length away. To measure the 
right eye, close your right eye 
and instruct the patient--who 
is wearing the frame, wh ich has 
been adjusted so that it is 
sitting level on the face a.Yld 
t t e nose pads are 90si-t:i.oned 
pr o t:'e r l y- - to look a t y o u r l .e f t 
. I 
.J.i _......:::::.,;;:::;;0~:::;=;, rf),.ror>oW i ::r CD I--
!__ 0!.. 1 • • - >~ 
eve. :v:ea.sure the vertical distan ce fr om the center of 
the patient's puDil tb the lowest part of the inner 
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eyewire (an~ add t mm for the bevel groove). 
This is the ou-c·il height ( eg. 11 pupi 1 28 hi '-' ) or OC 
(optical center) height. The second m9as~r emeti t 
needed would be the monocular PD, which is the horizontal 
dis ta.ilce from the pupi 1 center to the center of the 
bridge. (See the section on use of the pupjllometer.) 
r:!easure the l eft eye b y closing your l eft eye and have 
the patient look at your right eye, etc. 
An alternative or supplemental 
method of measurement is to 
at ta tch trans parent tape to the 
front, mark the pupil center 
location with a felt-tip marker, 
and send the taped, marked frame, 
a s i s , to the lab. 
Another alternative system (by AO 
for Ul travue) ce signa tes the pupi 1 
height as "pv" (vertical p upi l lo-cation) 
and specifies the ho~izontal · pupil 
location, "ph," by measuri:~1.g the distance 
from the pupil center to the most nasal 
part of the inner e y ewire. 
p~ 
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A FHAKI C LE~SES 
The lens of the eye tends to whiten or yellow with age, 
culminating as &~ opacification or 2ataract. The disturbance 
to vision can range from a slight indistinctness or haziness 
of vision in the early stages to virtual blindness in advanced 
cases. ·:Vhile most commonly an aging-related Problem besetting 
the elderly, cataracts can also be caused by some injuries to 
the eye or disease, such as diabetes. Tcr restore vision--
when the cataract becomes a significant visual handicap--
the lens is surgically removed, rendering the eye aphakic 
("without lens"). 
The lens of the eye has an optical power of about +11. 00 D. 
After cataract extraction surgery that power must be replaced 
by a man-made lens of about the same po·1-1er (other'>·Tise vision 
is extremely blurry). That correction can be supplied in one 
of the following three ways: 
(1) implant surgery -- A small artificial lens is inserted 
into the eye in place of the removed lens. Certain 
patients may not be good candidates for this 
procedure, but for many it has produced quite 
satisfactory results. 
(2) contact lenses -- These provide superior vision (less 
distortion and magnification and a larger field of 
view) and cosmetic appeal than spectacle lenses, 
but requ'ire that the patient (or someone living 
with him) be able to procerly handle and care for 
the lenses (1,.7hich is frequently not the case with 
the elderly). Some patients may be fitted with 
extended wear soft contacts, which may be worn, 
without removal, for days or weeks or months at a 
time. Contacts for the aphake, being in high plus 
'POY.lers, tend to ride lo'.tJ, may not be comfortable 
to some, and are thick (·>'~hich restricts oxygen 
t ra~sm iss ion in o ther·.-J i se oxygen- ;;erme able lenses). 
(3) srectacle lenses -- Being high ~lus lenses, these are 
heavy, thick, magnifY the appearance of the eyes 
and the p~tient's view of the world, introduce 
peripheral distortions, and reduce the field of 
v ie11. 
Aphakic spectacle lenses must be positioned accurately. 
Even small errors in the clacement of the octical centers 
of the lenses can introduce di3tur~:~g ;;rismatic effect; 
therefore, the interpupillary dista11ce (PI:') yc!J. rr.easure and 
sup~ly to the lab must be precise. It is wise, for increased 
accuracy, to :neasu ..r e a"'l.d sup!;:ly monocular FC 1 s. 
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Another important factor is the vertex distance or the distance 
from the apex of the cornea to the back surface of the lens. 
The vertex distance of the spectacles must closely aprroximate 
the prescribed vertex distance, or the one at which the doctor 
placed testing lenses during the examiniation. If the spectacle 
lenses are too close to or too far from the patient 1 s eyes, the 
effective power of the lenses will be too small or too great, 
respectively. 
One can get a rough measurement of vertex distance by vievving 
the patient (wearing the frame) from the side a...'1d measuring 
with a metric rule from the apex of the cornea to the middle 
of the eyewire edge, as in the exam ple on the rie:ht below. 
exa.rnple: VD = 12 mm 
A more precise measurement can be obtained by using the 
pupi ometer (see the pupUQometer section) or the metric :rule 
to measure the distance from the apex of the cornea to the 
apex of the front surface of the l ens, then subtracting from 
that distance the thiclmess of the lens (measured T.vith a lens 
thickness gauge). Other methods exist also. 
Observe the following guidelines in frame a...~d lens se l ection 
for the aphake: 
• Select a frame with adjustable nose pads, to facilitate 
any necessary modifications of the v 9 :rtex distance or the 
vertical position of the frame. 
· Select a frame i•li th roundish eye1·1ires and a small eye size 
(over 52 mm not :recommended) to minimize lens thiclmess, 
weight, and distortion. 
• Select plastic lenses to :reduce \•Jeight. Plastic also absorbs 
ultravioltet light well, i"'h ich is a oenefit to aphakes. 
· Most aphakes will appreciate a tint, such as flesh or pink, 
and also a pair of SQ~glasses. 
1\'~'hakic lenses are available in such styles as the following: 
lenticular · 
full field 
• most popular style 
• A thin carrier portion 
surro~~ds the small (usually 
about 40 mm wid e) useable 
portion. 
· small field of view 
· lighter and thinner than the 
full field style 
• heavier, thicker, and more 
periPheral distortion than 
the lenticular style 
• 'flider field of vie\v 
Aspheric and hyperaspheric lenses, '.'ihether lenticular or full 
field, reduce neripheral distortions. 
The American QO Optical .Ful-vue Continuous Sur face lens is advertised as a full field lens which minimizes peripheral distortion and combines the best features of the aspheric full field and lenticular lenses. 
Tv:.YODI SC lENSES are high min us lenses analogous to lP!n tic ular 
lenses in that the small useable portion is 
© surrounded by a non-useable carrier portion, so ·o as to reduce the we~ght and edge thickness of · . the lens. Consider recom:::en:Jing this style on prescriptions above about -9.00 D or -10. 00 D. 
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lENS ~H Tffi LUS .fiND TINTS 
~lass 
· tv1ice as heavy as plastic lenses 
. significantly more scratch-resistant than plastic 
• weakened by pits, scratches, and chips; if present, 
replace lens · 
• not recommended for scr e'v-mounted rimless frames 
(the hole in ~he lens weakens it) 
• crown glass most common 
· flint glass (Thinlite, Hilite, etc.) 
- thinner and denser than crown 
- conside.r using in rx' s above -6.00 D to 
reduce edge thickness and weight (by 30%) 
- easily scratched, :relative to crown 
-more chromatic aberration (color fringes) 
- anti-reflection and edge coating recom::'!ended 
• identify by 
- heavier weight 
- a clear "clink" vlhen dropped on counter or 
tapped •flith metal PD rule 
- conducts heat; becomes hot (fast) in salt pa..YJ., 
becomes cool (fast) in cold water 
- FT bifocals have no ledge 
oanufac t ure 
Glass is pri~arily silicone, with smaller amounts of 
li~e, soda, and/or other ingredients added for strength, 
color, etc. The mix is melted, stirred, poured into sheets 
or molds, coo led ( 11 an."'l.ealed .. ), pr ass-bent, c:::1 ,.::_.,...., ...... ..-i ~1 ~ 
and the front surface ("base curven) is ~-~· ..____... ~ 
grou.."ld to optical quality. This is the "semi-finished blank." 
The back surface is ground either by the manufacturer or by 
the local lab to fill the specifications of the rx, resulting 
in a 11 f ini shed b la.."'lk. 11 -
Glass FT bifocals are manufac-
tured by fusing (under heat) pieces 
of glass together having different ~ e·. B 
:refractive properties, resulting in 0 -
the add. Round ser:s. 3imilarly, are . 
''fused bifocals." . 
Exec bifocals are made by grinding a steeper convex curve 
on the lo•l'ler front surface than exists on the u-p~er front 
surface. 
Finished blanks are next :'edged,,, by which the edges of 
the lens are ground to the shape and size of the fra.;11e eye-
o;.t ire. Glass lenses must then be hardened, by one of t·,.,o 
methods: 
(1) heat tempering, whereby the l ens is inserted 
for a few minutes into a."1 oven hee.ted to about 
1~?0°1<' t"'en co"lod "'Br.i..:1ly "··· ~ ·1 r jetM T},_q len"" 
_.J ._ ..1., ' I...J. u '-" j.. ; .:- u · u / c.:':.. .L.. • \::). - ... - -
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/ 
i( 
surface is comnressed and the center - /1 
expands. rete;t a heat-treat,9d lens ~V~ J ·\ 
by viewing it through a colmascope  ~~~} 
(a rear-lighted polaroid filter), 4 , \ 
looking for a stress pattern (some- . \ 
times but not ahJays similar to a ' 
Maltese cross in appearance}. Neither 
a chem-treated lens nor a stress-free 
plastic lens will show a pattern. 
(2) chemical treatment, by i-Jhich the lens is soaked 
18 hours in a potassium (or potassium and sodium~ 
if photochromic extra being treated) hot bath. 
Small ions in the lens surface are exch~~ged for 
large ions from the bath, thus compressing the 
surface. The result is better break resistance 
than yielded by heat treatment, the main drawback 
being the extra time involved. (Iviost lenses are 
heat treated.) 
After hardening, the lens must be tested by dropping a 5/8" 
steel ball on the lens from a height of 50 11 (the drop ball 
test). Most lenses are made to be at least 2.2 mm thick in 
order to be able to pass this test. 
The. last several steps in finishing spectacles ("front 
shop" or "benchu \'tork) includes drilling or slotting the lenses 
(if rimless), tinting or coating (if ordered), and mounting 
the lenses into the frame ("glazing'•). Plastic frames are 
warmed first and the lenses popped into the eym·1i:res; lenses 
in metal frames are held by tightening the eyewire screw, 
;-.rhich joins lov!er and upper eyei•Ii:re sections; and rimless 
frame lenses are moun ted by a screv/ ru..."1ning throu6h the lens, 
or by stretching a nylon filament aroung the ed ee (pre-slotted), 
or by other me :~ ns. The glasses are ins-p.9cted for defects and 
to insure the order was fi l led accurately. 
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Tints 
Tints provide cosmetic enhancement and/or protection 
against glare and non-visible radiation. 
Outdoor tints -- sunglasses 
Glare and non-visible radiation are prime considerations. 
Glare can be either a bothersome overall level of il l umina-
tion or an i l lumination locally intensified by· reflection. 
Some people--fair, blue-eyed people, in particular--tend to 
be somewhat more sens 1 ti ve. Glare c a..11. interfere with seeing 
in driving, sports, work, etc. Night vision may also be 
effected. Just t1~0 or three hours exposure to strong sun-
light without adequate glare protection may slow the process 
of dark adaptation so that normal night vision is not 
reached for several hours. Repeated daily ex~osuxe--over a 
vacation period, for instance--could delay normal dark adap~ 
tation overnight and one 1 s night vision could be reduced 
50% or more. 
Sunglasses should tr~11.smit about 15% to 35% (i.e. absorb 
85% to 65%) o:r visible light. less than 15% \.;ould be too 
dark for many uses and more than 35% does not provide adequate 
protection in bright sunlight. If one can easily see one 1 s 
eyes while looking in a mirror 1tlith the sunglasses on, the 
lenses are probably too light for glare protection. 
Both ultraviolet (UV) ~~a infrared (IR) light are in-
visible to- the human eye, yet can be irritating, tiring, and 
even harmful in extreme cases. UV is largely absorbed by 
t he atmosphere, but sufficient quantities pass through, especi-
ally at higher elevations to cause, potentially, such problems 
as snovJ blindness while skiing. IR contributes to the physi-
cal discomfort accompanying glare. Exposure to intense sun-
light for a lengthy period--a day on the beach, for example--
without IR protection may restilt in burning, stinging, or 
fatigue sensation in the eyes. Extended or intense exposure 
to UV or IR can potentially inflame and burn the conjunct_iva, 
cornea, and retina, and induce cataract formation in the lens. 
Almost every sun lens, ~tlhether glass or pl as tic, blocks 
UV. Only glass lenses in dark grey, green, or brmm, though, block 
IR well. Plastic does not. Glass, then, in these colors is 
superior to plastic for sU...'l. protection. 
grey actually green-grey usually 
- good IR and UV absorption 
- absorbs fairly evenly across visible spectrum, 
so as to preserve color sense well 
- AO Trucolor, Neutral Gray, etc.: 
T• t1 '')1! - i 
·greJ ~ · = mea_um grey 
11 
-.;It d k I , .._ .~ 1 • ' ' grey ~ = ar· grey \aoou~ ~ % transmiss~on; 
B&L G-31 =medium-dark ~rsen-~rev (31% tr~'l.s. ) 
G-15 = dark green-grey ( 1's% ·trans:) 
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green absorbs proportionately more red light 
- good IR and UV absorption 
- creates a "cool" effect 
- B&L Ray Ban, AO Calobar, etc. 
"green ln = medi!...lll ~.:treen 
!I ...... 
green 2" = dark green 
brm·m absorbs proportionately more blue light 
- enhances contrast slightly in hazy conditions 
- good IR and UV absorption 
- cosmetically appealing 
- AO Cosmetan 
yellow - not true sunglasses 
- filters out blue light (which is scattered by 
moisture, etc. in the air) 
- improves contrast and sharpens details on hazy 
days, mainl'y if background is blue or white 
- for shooters, hunters, boaters, skiers 
- B&L Kalikr?me, AO Haze master, 11 shooting glasses" 
polaroid - not a tint, but a polaroid filter sandwiched 
between tvJo thin layers of colored glass 
(plastic · also available) 
not es : 
- selectively ·blocks 91are from horizon tal surfaces 
useful for fishing \ennables better visualization 
into 1-.;ater through glare) and driving 
(especially when glare present on road) 
- available in grey, green, etc. 
- expens i ve, especially in rx lenses 
- detect by viewing lens through colmascope or 
other polaroid lens and look for varying 
tr~~srnission as turn lens 
- avoid metal frame; stress can disturb polaroid 
effect 
· One can ',vear sunglasses too much, such as on cloudy 
days and even indoors, and thereby become u:::1naturally 
light sen sitive and dependant on the sunglasses. 3evJare. 
• The surface of any sunglass lens--as any other ophthal-
mic lens--should be uniformaly smooth, finely polished, 
a.:.'l.d free from annoying 'I'JaVe s and blemishes ( 1rlh ich cause 
strain and poorer vision). 'Cetect defects by vievving 
the reflections of an overhead fluorescent fixture on 
the surface of the lens; or, if plano, place the lens 
before the &perature of a projector and view a projected 
Snellen chart; lock for ~'!av es or other dis tor ti ons. 
Some drugstore-type sunglasses may have this problem. 
· Blues, reds, and pastels may be chosen fer cosmetic 
reasons but have little, if any, ;:rotec tive value. 
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· Patients with developing cataracts may benefit from 
using ~D IR-absorbing lens, as IR exposure tends to 
hasten the progression of cataracts. Calobar would 
be good, as would Therrninon (a pale blue-torquoise) or 
Unisol. Alternatively, a yellm.; lens, which absorbs 
blue light and thus reduces light scatter (which is 
increased by the cataract), may aid the vision of 
some of these patients. 
• Select a larger frame for sunglasses ( u.."YJ.less high rx). 
Dark lenses tend to decrease the aprarent size of the 
glasses cosmetically, a...11.d larger lenses cover the eyes 
better. 
· Be\"lare high rx absorptive glass lenses because they 
ivill be heavy and they ':Jill be darker where the lens 
is thicker; i.e. plus lenses will be 
darker in the center and minus lenses 
will be lighter in the center. To 
avoid this, instead use a co lor coating 
or a plastic lens. 
Indoor tints 
pink actually flesh-colored 
FLU.S 
- reduces indoor glare and increases comfort 
under fluorescent lighting 
-
MtNUS 
- absorbs fairly evenly across visible spectrum 
so as to Preserve color sense well 
- B&L Softlite A-= lightest flesh (87% transmission) 
Softlite B = light flesh (83% trans.) 
- AO Cruxite, Univis Mellolite,Titmus Velvetlite, 
etc. 
- "pink 1" ( lightest) , "pink 2" ( light) , 11 pink 3" 
(medium) 
green, grey -- "green 1," "grey 1" 
Fhotochromic lenses = "changeable lenses" = "sunsensors11 
• glass only 
· IR not absorb e d well (therefore inferior to regular 
glass sun lenses regarding sun protection) 
• Silver halide microcrystals are embedded in the glass 
(a borosilicate type). ;:rnen exposed to light 
the cr ystals split, v-Jhi ch frees silver particles, 
which clump together into silver colloids. 'These 
larger particles absorb more light. rendering 
t ' - . · 1 I t' . f 1· ' t ... h ne ~ens carxer. n ne aosense o 1gQ , v e 
silver forms again into the lighter microcrystals. 
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8 The lenses darken or become darker on the basis of 
• uv light 
· cold 
• lens thickness 
• repeated dark-light cycles 
Thus, an old, high-rx lens on a sunny, cold day 
would be maximally dark; a new, plano lens on a 
warm night i'IOUld be maximally light. (Heat temper-
ing also causes greater darksning; however, chem 
treatment is recommended for photochromic extra.) 
• The more darkening / fading . cycles the lens experiences, 
the faster it reacts and the darker it will become, 
to a point. A ''breaking-in" period of a few weeks 
should be allowed a new lens before maximal per-
formance can be expected. (This can be hastened 
• One 
by placing the Elasses in the sun or a refriger-
ator until dark, removing until light, and repeat-
ing several times.) 
must not expect the lenses to achieve maximal dark-
ness when worn inside a car or truck, as the lenses 
darken primarily in response to UV light, i-.:"hich 
is filtered out by windshields. 
' 
• FT and round bifocals segs are a lighter 
shade than the surroundin~ lens (the 
seg glass has no photochr~mic material ) . 
( 
. 
Fhotogr ay ( FG) 
Photosun (FS) 
transmission ( %)'lt-
indoors outdoors darken time fade time 
light grey 
(83) 
med it.un grey 
(68) 
med grey 
(44 } 
dark grey 
i? <;::.,' \ - .-J 
75% of max 
in 1 min 
same 
50% of max 
lt -in 10 
min 
same 
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Photogray Extra (PGX ) li~ht 
ye llo, ... -grey 
(87) 
dark grey 
( 22) 
near-max 
darkness 
in 1 min 
t " 2 o/ .. uO 0 ;o v!' ailS 
Photobrown ( PB) light brown 
( 83) 
Photo sun B:rm·m ( .FSB ) medium 
brown (68 ) 
Photobrown Extr a ( PBX } light 
b r m.,tn 
( 86 ) 
rned brm·m 
( 44 ) 
dark b r1m 
( 2 5) 
75% of max 
in 1 min 
same 
dark b!"dn near-max 
(24 ) darkness 
l n 1 mln 
(*Figures are f or lenses 2. mm thick, annealed , 
in 5 min; 
overnigh t 
to max lt 
50% of max 
lt in 5 
min 
50 ~ of max I . 
lt in 15 
min 
to 64% t rans 
in 5 min; 
ove r n ight 
t o max lt 
at, 77°F. ) 
Note that .FGX and PBX change faster and cover significantly 
vlider transmission ranges than do PG, FS, ?B, and PSB. 
other ty res: 
Fhotogreen 
Ambermatic (E&L) indoors/overcast: yellow 
outdoors: cold: dark grey 
warm : dark br'own 
Reactopol, Polarguard, Polarsun -- polaroid and photochromic 
Glass t1nts as discussed above--outdoor, indoor, and photo-
chromic--are mixed into the glass during· manufacture, compared 
to coatings, which are not. The chemicals used give the tinted 
glass lens certain absorptive properties which a coating o.r 
a plastic tinted lens does not duplicate, despite apparent 
color similarity. That is, the absorptive properties of a 
lens are not entirely detectable by the color of the lens 
alone. 
coatings 
· applied in sophisticated eqUipment by vacuum process 
• adds 2 days (if local lab has eqUipment) to 1-1! 
weeks (if sent to different lab) to job time 
· applied to back lens surface usually 
• can scratch 
• detect (color and )R) by bluish sheen from surface 
color coatings 
• can be solid or gradient 
• wide range of colors available 
• specify like in-glass tints, or by lab code, or 
by tr~nsmission % desired 
examples: 
bro\'m 0 = brol'm /) 10 = bror,,rn .-.rc;t (0/J trans 
bro~Jn 1 brown .=¥25 = broHn -ry of trans - ? f /0 brm·m 2 = bro11Jn #55 = bro· .. m 36of /0 trans bro\>Jn 3 = brm-1n #75 = brown 23% trans 
blue 0 = blue # 10 = blue 60d ., .. / ,o tr·ans blue l = blue ¥2 5 = blue 36~,;;~ ... /:') t ra..ns bltl.e 2 = blue #50 = blue ·?4 ·::" - /0 trans 
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anti-reflection (AR) coating s 
• reduce internal reflections and ghost images, 
which may be particularly annoying in minus 
( - 2.00 D and stronger ) , high plus, and high 
prism lenses, especially driving at night-;~ 
· increase visible light transmission through lens 
to 96% (normal crown glass transmits 92%) 
• lenses look less conspicuous, e yes are seen more 
easily 
mirror coatings 
·cut down light transmission (to as much as 18%) . 
by reflecting light 
. chrome-nickel alloy coating on front surface 
• can be complete, gradient, or double gradient 
(coating applied at top and bottom of lens, 
fades near lens center; helps protect against 
both overhead and ref l ecte d glare) 
. "pilot' s glasses" = un ifo r:n coating of steel alloy 
(except for an uncoated segment at the bottom 
of each lens to permit viewing of instrument 
panel) deposited on a ~lear untinted lens, 
cutting light tran~mission to 15% 
· effect is like a neutral~ color tint 
edge coating/painting / polishing 
• for high minus lenses with thick edges 
· e dges are painted to a~pear less conspicuous 
. several colors available 
*note: Re f le c ti ons mav also be ~educed w t h a nor~al t int 
and by alter ing the cant c scopic t lt of' the € lasse s. 
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plastic = resin = CR 39 
• half the iveigh t of glass lenses 
• less scratch-resistant than glass 
• more break-resistant than glass; breaks into larEer, 
safer pieces 
• resists fogging better than glass (fogging tendency 
reduced 60-70%) 
• resists pock marks from welding better than glass 
• can be tinted any color; also can be bleached a.lJ.d 
re- tinted 
• transmits light 5% better than g lass; also fewer 
internal reflections, especially in high rx ' s 
• absorbs ultraviolet light better than glass ( untinted) 
• edges (on. minus lenses) slightly thicker and look 
whiter (which effect can be minimized by tinting 
or lab polishing)' than glass 
• susceptible to warpage in fraine (metal in particular) 
• affected more by chemicals than glass is 
Identify by: 
• lighter weight 
• a dull uthunk" when tapped with a metal PD rule 
• FT bifocals have a ledge 
• brand names often have "-lite!!: Armorlite, AOlite, 
0 r tho l i te , e t c • 
Recommend plastic lenses if: 
• patient dislikes ·weight of present glass lens spectacles 
(sore nose, glasses keep slipping down, etc.) 
• ne1,., spectacles will have large eyesize and / or high rx 
(i.e. glass would likely be uncomfortably heavy) 
example 1: 
example 2: 
exam ple 3: 
-3.50, 56 e y e recommend plastic 
-1.00, SO eye -- g lass ok 
-2 !00 , 54 eye - ~ b orc er l i ne 
• su.perior bre alr-resistance desired (spor t s; one-eyed 
patients; etc. ) 
Hard, scratch-resi s tant coat i ng s are available as a 
good solution for t hose who desire or need a hard, l i ght-
weight lens. Gener a lly they ha~d en t h e s urf ace t o nearly 
but not quite the scratch-res is tan ce of glass. Some are 
tin table after b eing coated, b'..lt tak e longer to tint (dark 
t i nts may be difficult ) than normal p la s t i c l enses; others 
mu.st be tinted before coating, and thereafter cannot be 
ble ac h ed or re-t i nte d. The c oat i ng i tself i s colorless. 
Some mu.st b e se n t to a..'lother lab for the co a ti ng , 'd hich 
delay s the j ob saveral days. 
So me of th e available b r ands ar e : 
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Permali te (by AO) -- both surfaces i~ sin::.rle-vlslon lenses; front 
surface only in rultifor~ '3. ls; can be ~ inted 
• Plastar "Hard coat!' -- either both surfaces or front surface; 
tinting after coating not possible; 
sent out 
• Armorlite RLX Scratch Resistant Lenses 
tinting possible 
front surface only; 
• quartz coat -- both surfaces; tinting not possible; not quite 
as scratch-resistant as other hard coats; 
provides anti-reflection effect (de-
creases internal reflections, enhances 
cosmetically, gives blue sheen to 
surface); sent out 
Precautions recommended to preserve plastic lenses include: 
·Clean by (1) rinsing in \vater (soap ok) and 
(2) wipins with a soft, clean, cotton cloth 
(dish or bath towel, diaper, etc.) 
Al1-1ay s wet the lens first--to remove surface dirt 
and dust. 
Avoid paper products: paper tm..rels, napkins, tissues 
(although tissues are occassionally 
permissable providing the lens is wet); 
these contain wood fibers which, especially 
Tt~ith repeated llse, can put fine scratches 
on the lens, leading to a hazy appearance. 
• Store in a case with a soft lining Hhen not wearing. 
· Set do-vm (on table, etc.) in stable, lens-protecting position. 
• Keep away from grabbing babies. 
Several plastic lens cleaning solutions are on the market, 
such as Glazcote, Plasticlear, etc., which claim to, with 
repeated use, fill in shallow, hairline scratches and harden 
the lens surface somewhat. Some also have anti-static and/or 
anti-fogEing properties. 
Furniture relish ( Pledge, Beheld, etc. ) is a quick way to fill 
in hair' line scratches and give a nice shine; be'tlare, however, 
as a tint, if present, ::nay be altered, and repeated applications 
build u.p 0::1 the lens. 
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Stress in a plastic lens can vJarp it, distort the optics, 
and possibly lead to complaints of headaches or statements like 
r, Something 1 s v1rong; I ca11' t see right." Check for stress by 
vi e1tJing the lens through the colmascope. o· /:~·/ ' -: ~~,:. ,., ' 
If a significant stress pattern is visible' . Q( -· · ~~.· '":'~\ 
attempt one or more of the following: r . ~ . • 
· unscrew the eyewire screw a little no stT<?.s~ · Sn\"l'' e ~ '("'~· rt1ui..h st V"t"J;,. 
(metal frame) 
• warm the frame (plastic), remove lenses, stretch frame 
a little, reinsert lenses 
• remove lens from frame,. bury lens in salt pan, let heat 
for 15-25 seconds, remove and let air cool on 
counte.r top for a minute 
• reduce lens size by hand-edging 
. order new lens 
manufacture 
Carbon (allyldiglycol carbonate) is the main constituent. 
A liquid composition of long-chain monomers is combined with a 
catalyst to form a clear, hard, solid polymer, follo~'led by 
16-hour curing in glass molds. 
. All r,;lastic bifocals are 11 one-piece'' (compared to glass 
11 fused 11 bifocals), which eliminates the c nromatic aberration 
some times noticeable in glass fu.sed segs. 
The remainder of the processing is similar to glass lenses, 
except that plastic lenses are not (and do not need to be) 
hardened, and, of course, the method of tinting is different. 
Protective coatings for plastic lel:.Lses are •J:t t,.,ro basic 
types: (l) liquid lacquer applied to either ju.st the front 
surface (if the lacquer inhibit1s dye absorption) or to both 
surfaces (if the lacquer permits tinting) by the manufacturer 
of the lens; and (2) coating applied under high vacuum in multi-
layers by a separate lab after the lenses are ed2:ed and tinted. 
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tints 
· solid --
• gradient 
tint is uniform over lens . 
= fade darker at top, lighter at bottom 
- examples: brovm #3 fade to brovJn #1 
. brown #3 fade to clear 
- cosmetically appealing 
- reduces overhead glare; light bottom 
permits near work 
• double gradient darker at top and bottom, fades to 
lighter or clear at center 0 . ' . - same or different colors - example: lavender, blue, etc. on top (simulates eye shadow), 
pink on bottom 
(simulates blush} 
Virtually any color is possible. Communication 'i'lith the 
lab is accomplished by various systems, such as: 
• number$, keyed to a sample lens set 
• color and numbers -- "brov~n lfl" (lightest brovm) 
· "brm.;n #5" (darkest brmvn) etc. 
• fashion tint names - "apricot," "lime," "nutmeg," etc. 
• percentage light absorption desired -- · 
"brown 10%" (light brown) 
"brown 85%11 (dark brown) etc. 
• glass tint to be cooied --
notes: 
~ "like G-15" (dark green-grey) 
"like Softlite A" (light flesh) 
"like grey 2" (medium grey) etc. 
• The absorptive properties of quality glass tinted lenses 
(IR absorption in particular) are not and cannot be dup-
licated by plastic lenses, despite color similarity. 
• Plastic tints may fade somewhat with time. 
• 3:rmms and greys in plastic tints not infrequently have 
reddish tones, especially when Vie':d.ng incandescent or 
3 U..YJ. light . 
·Light tints are primarily cosmeti.c--rarticularly if the 
lens is high minus and has thick edges, in v1hich case 
the tint makes the. edges less cons~icuou s--but may also 
ne lp some'i'lhat (try flesh, be i~e, or grey) if indoor 
,slare is bothersome. Blues, ye llo'tlS, purples, and 
pinks (rose, i.e. real pink, not flesh) offer little 
other than cosmetic effects, 
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Tinting plastic lenses is accomplished by immersing . 
them (clean first \vith water and/or acetone) in hot (200°F) 
dye (Rit or special lens dyes), contained in stainless steel 
(to avoid chelating of dye ions) holders. The dyes deteri-
orate and must be replaced periodically. 
Solid tints are achieved by immersing the lens, as 
little as 5-20 seconds for light tints and as much as 
10-30 minutes or more for dark tints. Gradient tints are 
achieved by gradually immersing the lens, top down~ then 
gradually ~itndrawing it. Rinse thoroughly after removal. 
If streaking occurs, try immediate rinsing in acetone, followed 
by wiping with a soft cloth. If that fails, try bleaching. 
Bleach (in hot neutralizer) also if color is too dark, or 
if, on a gradient job, the transition between colored and 
non-colored portions is too abrupt (a brief dip or two in 
the neutralizer is often sufficient). Note that dark (and 
often medium) tints may not be totally removed. 
Beware leaving a lens in bot dye fo~ an extended period, 
or excessive dying, bleaching, and re-dying. Bubbling of 
the lens surface may result. 
Variations on color may be achieved by dipping in more 
than one ,color. For exa.mple, obtain lavender by dipping in 
rink, then blue; green by blue, then yellOi'l; flash by pink, 
then brown. A brown that's too red may be toned down by 
yello·~~ and/or grey; a purplish grey may be transformed to 
a truer grey by dipping in green and/ or brown. 
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t<'RAMZS A:'m ITSP:S:IJSI NG 
K1. TSRIALS 
zyl 
Optyl 
nylon 
• most 1videly-used frame material 
• softens, stretches, bends when heated (2l20F) 
• cellulose acetate 
• used by Optyl, Playboy, Christian Dior, Terri Brogan, 
Geoffrey Beene, Zeiss (~·1ar11Jitz), Titmus, etc. 
• softens, stretches, bends when heated (180°F}; does not 
e~sily bend unheated 
• may loose shape when kept in a hot environment (glove 
compartment, etc.), requiring read j ustment 
· to shane: Heat to softening point, bend as desired, 
hold in desired shape. 
· has "memory": If deformed, th3n heat it and let it 
stand; it will revert to its original shape. 
• lighter (20-30%), shinier, more scratch-resistant 
finish, holds ad j ustment better, more comfortable 
than zyl 
• coated (after manufacture and vacuum-process coloring) 
r,-l i th polyurethane lacquer 
· identified by (in addition to the above) 
• trademark on temp l e ~ 
"f'l'rl 
· absence of metal core in tem~les 
· an epoxy resin 
· infrequently used; usually only in some safety and 
spo rts frames 
· very b reak resistant 
othe rs 
Xelex -- can be ad justed cold; resists breakage; used 
in , for example, Robin Optical's Secret, a 
children's frame 
• Froprionate -- similar to Optyl; used ~y Rodenstock, etc . 
· Nylyt -- supposedly similar to Optyl, but burns, breaks, 
and stretches easily 
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~etal = l·rire 
• base metal core (bronze, bra ss, steel, nickel silver, 
etc.) overlaid with gold alloy 
• strength mostly determined by base core metal used 
· color determined by ingredients of gold alloy coating 
· Use of real gold is decreasing; current alloys, never-
theless, are capable of good strength and adjust-
ability. 
· Quality- markings may be found on some frames, as in the 
following examples. 
1/10 12K GF = lC% or 1/lOth of the weight of this 
frame is gold alloy; the gold alloy 
is 12 karat. (Pure gold is 24K, so 
this is 50% gold, with other ingredi-
ents such as nickel, copper, etc.) . 
This material is gold-filled (GF), 
meaning base me tal was sli n-fi t into 
a tube of the gold alloy, followed 
by heating in order to solder the 
materials together, during manufac-
ture. 
RGP = gold plated (GP); gold deposited by electro-
litio methods on base metal -- The 
coat is thinner and less-durable than 
gold-filled. 
50/1000 5% or l/20 th of the 1ve igh t of the frame 
is pure gold. 
• colors: . yellow = gold = pink 
• white= silver 
• pert~ ter -- dull grey-silver 
· gunmetal cark grey or blackish silver 
· black 
• copper 
· bronze 
brm.vn 
· etc. 
Note: := orne colors, such as 
brown or black, may be 
pa ir: t. 
Frame co l ors may be either names or numbers and may be found 
either printed on a temple or listed in a frame catalo~ue. 
Some manufacturers L'lace a "c" before color number markings, 
such as "c09. 11 -
Fl astic frames are usua l ly (not alvuws) lighter in v-Teight and 
more comforta ble (if the bridge fits v~ell) than metal frames. 
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Metal frames may be bent (and thus need readJustment) more 
re ad i l y, but often r esist breakage under impact that would 
break plastic. When metal does break, it usually can be 
soldered together again, '..vhereas plastic breaks more frequently 
necessitate the ordering of new parts. iJletal also usually 
come \'lith adjustable nose pads, which may be the bridge type 
of choice in cases of crooked, flat, or very narrow or wide 
noses or high-power or mulitfocal lenses. 
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FRANE PJL-qTs AND FARArC!:TERS 
front 
End piece 
Eye wire or rim Depth of groove 
The dimensions of the front are specified 
by one of two systems. The boxing system 
is currently in wider use and is described 
as per the sample diagram shown to the 
right and by the following definitions. 
A = eyesize = the horizontEtl distance 
1-"--A~DBL~ 
·s. -- ..... , c ...... -1 I ---
. I D ~ 
B - - I\ 
I \ I . I \ 
j__ // \..._ 
--- -
between the widest horisontal extents of the inner 
borders of the eyewire, plus 1 mm to allOiv for the 
depth of the bevel groove of i mm on each side 
B = vertical distance (described similar to A) 
ED= effective diameter = twice the distance from the 
frame•s geometric center to the furthest point on 
the eyewire (and etc. as above) 
:CBL;:: distance between lenses = the shortest distance 
be tween the ti-.ro lenses; the "bridge size" 
The datum system, alternatively, measures 
the eyesize as the horizontal distance 
across the eyewire at the vertical midline 
of the front. This is the C dimension. 
The bridge size would usually be the 
distance between the lenses measured at 
the same vertical midline (datum line). 
·----j [--"bridge" _fl 
{~-3>~' 
Eye size and bridge size (or "CBL) markings are fo!.L"l:::! on most 
frames--the eyesize is given first, followed (usually) 
box and the bridge size--in one 
of several possible locations, 
such as on the bridge, pads, 
end piece, or temple. If it is 
on the tem9le, don 1 t trust it 
unreservedly--confirm it by measuring 
by a 
r;l 
~· 
conceivable that the temrles may have been exchanged from 
anothar front, pcssibly one having a different eye or bridge 
size. 
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Common adult eyesizes range from 48 to 60 mm, bridge sizes 
from about 15 to 25 mm. 
It is • ... ri se to steeP the pa ti en t ar,,ay from large eyes izes if 
his prescription ca l ls for lenses of strong po'1ver or if he 
desires glass lenses. ':'his so because the larger the lens 
is, the mars weight, thickness, and aberration it '\-lill have; 
glass would compound the weight problem a."rld high pov1er would 
compound all three problems. 
A frequent concern is the edge thickness of 2trong minus 
lenses for high myopes. The best way to minimize it is to 
choose a small eyesize, especially in a roundish shape. 
~4.lso, thick, dark eye1vires and temp~es will help hide the 
edge. If such a patient is considering a rimless frame, 
advise him that the edges, since exposed, will be obviously 
and unattractively thick. If the patient insists, choose 
a small eyesize, avoid goggle shapes, have the edges polished, 
and suggest a li.:ht tint as means to minimize the appearance 
of edge thickness. 
Ivery time you J rder glasses, you rr:ust supply the lab with 
the eyesize and bridge size of the frame. If the fr~~e is 
not marked, measure these parameters with a metric rule 
(not a bad idea even if the frame is marked). Use the 
boxing system (since it is most universal), supplying the 
A and DBL dimensions. 
If you are aslcing the lab to make lenses without sending it 
the frame, then supply it (in addition to the A and !BL) 
the B and ED cimensions, especially if the lenses are mul:ti-
focals or if the shape is irregular, such as a goggle shape. 
You can write the 3 dimension after the A, as in this 
example: 52x48. 
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front/mounting types 
plastic -- to mount lenses: warm frame, insert lenses 
metal (wire) loosen eyewire screw, insert lenses, tighten 
f;::::::;;;:::::=:::::::::::::::::::'"""";-. ;=:\ == 
~ 1-~ ! ~:=:===:==:=:::::--51 
&'I'E.WlR('" SC.RfW 
combination 
rimless 
ey ewire screw 
(found at endpiece 
or, in some molded 
bridge models, at 
the bridge under 
the nose piece) 
rr. e+-~  I 
screw-moun ted lenses must. be drilled ('which weakens 
lenses somewhat) 
- glass not recommended 
- if rough use expected, try nylon lens 
//~------------~--screws (under stre~s, · the screws (~C 1;1~~1 tend to bend or break, · rather ~.... -~ tnan the lenses) 
'- - . 
'··~ ( :---_ 
'-. 
'I ' . 
·, r:.:.o._ c:..o.-J 
·tt ,~ r~ 
nylon filament ( Ny lor, line, etc. ) allows flex (helps 
avoid lens breakage) 
- cosmetically more 
appealing 
/~ '------------~ 
·-
LINE INSEQiE D tN.10 HOle$ 
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old-fashion rimless 
~ ~ l ___ )
glue-moun ted ( Silo r La lunette, etc. ) 
TI}P RIA'\--.~-------. ~R.uB.\3~ ~~\P__(., J= 
GLUE~~-· ---------_ 
screw-mounted 
rimless"'" 
shapes 
T/1~ ~~ ~l/) --·~ 
orbital roLmd rectangular octagonal 
etc. 
(example: 
AO Speclite) 
~ :T/1 
e::=f-L ~-' _- ·--· ' 
square pilot, goggle 
~~Technically speaking, a 11 rimless·1 frame has no lens arms 
connecting the endpiece and bridge areas. Those having a lens 
arm, running behind the tcp of the lens (nost of the so-called 
rimless frames today), are "seoi-rimless.', 
bridge ty;Ees 
plastic frames 
saddle -- also called nmolded contour'1 ; in better-quality 
frames especially, is molded 
to align with nasal contours 
- most comfortable bridge, if it fits 
- ideally, weight is distributed on top 
(bridge of nose) and sides of 
nose. 
keyhole -- rests on sides of nose; avoids pressure on 
bridge 
for narrow noses, or noses ".'lith low 
bridge 
- frame tends to sit higher on face than 
~.,.ith saddle 
metal, combination, and rimless frames 
adjustable -- can be adapted to fit irregularly-shaped 
noses and flat bridges 
- pel:'i1lits raising and lowering of 
lens position (and, thus, of 
· GV~A~ seg and optical center location); 
-t--~t- No<;r~t> therefore, best bridge type for 
types: 
clip-on 
scr evr_:.in 
(Roct::INc. ?/>.b) high-pm.;er ( e& aphakic) lenses, 
multifocals in some cases, etc. 
- can be installed by lab into plastic 
frames (usually) 
fri'\~-·.·, •. ~-
'·.d 
' . 
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snap-in AO rivet 
molded bridge (form-fit bridge, one- piece bridge, comfort 
temoles 
bridge, nose piece) 
- more comfortable than ad-
justable pads, if it 
fits 
- many styles; some held by 
sc11ews, some by prongs, 
some by frame tension 
spatula (skull) --most common type 
TE"MPLE" LEN&TH -- ----., 
//=J-1 ___ _. 
(J 
comfort cable (CC; cable; relaxo ) -- holds fr~e s~curely by 
·;1rapPing around ear 
ricing -0mv -- lil~e comfort cable, but ~-n :. ::1 
- useful for sc~e small 
' • l" ' .. c n 1. a re n , e '"'c • 
(paddle; straight back) 
-- permits easy (and, thus, 
~~- _- __ -_ -· __ - -_ -_-c::>_ ] 
frequent) removal 
of glasses; may be 
useful for reading 
glasses, etc. 
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_hinp;es 
riveted binge -- stronger, better-secured 
hidden hinge -- better appearance 
flex hinges allow the temples to flex outward (helps 
avoid breakage); main ta:ins adjust-
ment and tension on'head better 
Hinges are specified by the number of barrels. 
example: 
tNo-barrel 
(front ) 
three-barrel 
(temple ) 
1- Hi1116E S<lte.W 
I 
five-barrel 
(assembled h i nge ) 
The three-barrel hinge (one-barrel front, two-barrel 
temple) , which is currently the most common t ype, has thi. cker 
barrels and is therefore somev1hat sturdier tt1an the thin, 
five-barrel hin~e. 
·-· . 
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frame brand identification 
The following is a list (not compl ete) to help you associate 
names of frames, co llections, manufacturers, distributors, ~Dd 
a few trademarks. This information may be useful when 
attempting to order spare parts, duplicate frames, etc. 
mark/ abbreviation 
AL'C 
AO 
B&L 
BOC 
CD 
!Tlinn.n.s-L? 
~· -
EA 
GB 
K&H 
OR 
collec ti on/etc. 
Actuell 
Adensco 
Avanti 
Battles tar 
Galactica 
Bionic 
Bob Griese 
Bronzini 
Brut 
Carrera 
Christian :Cior 
Consumerist 
Cot tet 
t iana von 
Furstenberg 
Dorothy Hamill 
Slizabeth Ar r:3e n 
B:ye IV::ys ti q ue 
Fabrege 
P'ilos 
Flints tone 
Geoffrey Beene 
Givenchy 
Gloria Va~derbilt 
Lozza 
Luxot tic a 
:t-7ark of the Li on 
I-f::arv.J i tz 
Maur ice St-Michel 
:Yienr ad 
Netzle r 
Nina Ricci 
Norell 
0 leg Cas si:li 
Oscar de la ?e~ta 
Playboy 
manufacturer/ dis tributor 
Neosty le 
Allied r:tstributing Co. 
(Standard Optical) 
Starline Optical 
American Optical 
Rainbo·w Optics 
Hudson 
Hudson 
Bausch and Lomb 
AO 
Berry Optical Co. 
Univis 
Fabrege (Jan Optical) 
Terri Brogan 
Optyl 
Kelley and Sueber 
Zimco 
Optique t'Ll Mende 
AO 
Shuron Textron 
Univi s 
Jan Optical 
Frestige Optical 
Styl-Rite Optical 
Victory 
Universal 
Zy lm11are 
Kelley and Hueber 
Prestige 
;\vante Gar de 
f.Car tin Co pelanc 
Rainbow Optics 
Zeiss 
Ac,=:n sco (Starline Optical) 
Society Optiks 
N.Y. 0"Ptical 
0-ptique ru Y::onde 
Joy 
AO 
0 ;:·t y 1 
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mark/abbreviation collection/etc. manufacturer/dis tributor 
sc 
SM 
SRO 
TivE 
uoc 
Porsche 
Ralph Lauren 
Rive Gauche 
Ro '8erto Elliot 
Safilo 
Saphira 
Si lhoe t te 
Skateboarders 
Sophia Loren 
Stanley Blacker 
Suzy Chaffee 
Unico 
Vera 
Versailles 
Viennaline 
World of Frames 
Yves Chantel 
Yves St. Laurent 
Terri Brogan 
Optique Du Monde 
Renaissance 
Shane Michael 
Shuron Continental 
(Shuron Textron) 
Star line Optical 
Terri Brogan 
Shane Michael 
Avants Garde 
Uni vis 
Styl-Rite Optics 
Zy low are 
Uni vis 
Vic tory 
Terri Brogan 
Trans-World Eyewe ar 
Universal 
Universal (Optical Co.) 
I~arine 
~/far tin Cope l and 
Optyl 
Vvelling 
Swan 
Zeiss 
Renaissance 
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!i'rame ouo.li ty depends on such factors as the fol l owing: 
metal -- str:mgth of solder joints; thiclr,ness, durability, 
etc. of plating/covering of gold alloy; strength 
and a~justability of base-metal core 
plastic -- security of hinge anchor; sculpturing of bridge 
both-- strength of hinges; ability to maintain adjustment 
and to be readjusted repeatedly; flexibility; 
resistance to cracking, peeling, discoloration, 
etc.; luster, uniformity, and abrasion resistance 
of finish; comfort 
German frames seem consistently to be of high quality--and the 
most expansive. Some French and Italian frames are also quite 
good. American and Asian (HOniZ: Kong and Japan, mainly) frames 
vary. 
A p3.r tial listing of frame lines according to their co U..'1 try of 
manufacture is given below. 
·,vest Germany 
Actuell 
~:enrad 
li!e tz l e r 
:~eo sy le 
Optyl (Austria a l so) 
Rodenstock 
Silhoette (Austria) 
Zeiss 
?ranee 
Avant Garde (zyl) 
Cot te t 
Logo 
Renaissance (YSL, etc.) 
Revue 
Italy 
Avant Garde (metal) 
Prestige (?ilos) etc.) 
?evue 
Safilo ~last a (USA also) 
Terri Brogan (metal) 
USA 
AO 
Art-Craft 
Artoptic 
3&L 
Liberty 
~·:arine 
Nar tin Cope land 
Shuron Textron 
Sty 1-Ri te 
s'.van 
Ti tmus 
Univis 
Universal 
Vi ctory 
Cs.na::Sa 
Terri 3ro~an (opt yl) 
from several countries 
Adens co 
"I<'~ • 
. ..Lal r 
Rainbo~" 
Sv1ank 
Tura 
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frame catalo,r;rue s 
Infor.::a ti on on frames--parameters and co lor s available, retailer 
cost, current availability, etc.--can be fouil.d in frame cata-
logues. r·::any manufacturers publish catalogues of their ovm 
current styles. 
Frames is a convenient and helpful listing of Tost frames 
currently ava:tlable. It is updated and issued quarterly. 
It is divided into sections such as ",t~omen' s plastic,'' 
"men's ~lastic, 11 "metal," "rimles.s," "girls'," "boys' , 11 etc. 
Sach section is then divided al~habetically by manufacturer; 
and the frames of each manufacturer are listed in alphabetical 
or numerical order. 
Each entry (see the 
sample at the right) 
provides the following 
info rma ti on: 
• a 9i c ture of the frame 
• available color s 
• available eyesizes, 
bridge sizes, and 
tern ple lengths 
and types 
• boxin~ info ~nc diagram 
tA, B, ~D, and r3L 
T:'aranete r s) 
tY\LrJ·0 
·d 
Steve Eye A a c E;;-Osi_" Temples 
Colors: Go ld . Chrome. Gunmetal, 48 51.3 39 48.3 58.4 13 . 135mm 
Black 51 53.4 4, 50.5 61.6 14.2 140mm 
1130 14K RGP 54 56.6 43.8 53.8 64.8 15.4 140mm 
Temples: Skull 
· count r y and first year of ma..11.ufacture 
An index of frames by model name or numjer is placed at the 
front of the cat::tlogue. It tells you the rr.anufacturer of each 
:'rame model and t.vhether the frame is still avail.:J.ble, as 
discontinued frames are listed in bold face, followed by the 
6ate of the last catalo~ue in which it was listed as an 
av9.i lable frame. ·~ 
A Fr am e? Pr.t_ce_~_g~ggk is published monthly, givjnr;: the current 
retailer cost for cost frames. The listinp.: is divided al;:-ha-
betically by <r:anufs.cturer, under \-,Jhich hea ,:Engs ir.divi :Jual 
frames are listed alr-habetically or ay number•. 
Frames Ut:'date is published eight ti'7les per year, "'!ach issue 
of wh!ch gives information about one of several o¢tical 
and ophthalmic produ~t areas. A Sunglasses issue, for exa:r:~le, 
comes in A~ril; ~::ty ~ rings the Safety Glasses/Sports ?rames 
issue; rispens:ng 2::Juipment is fe~tured in Augus t; etc. 
Cther issues deal •'lith lenses, c9.ses, laboratory equi ~ment, 
an t or-hthalmic instrurner1ts. 
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1. Look at the prescription. It may dictate or imply 
limitat i ons. For example, a high minus prescription 
would lead you to avoid rimless frames because the 
edges '.'lould be U-Ylattractively thick; an aphakic pre-
sari pti on 1:1ould cause you to select frames with a small 
eyesize, a roundish shape, and adjustable nose pads; 
high cylinder in the prescription would induce you to 
steer the patient from progressive addition lenses; etc. 
2. Ask the patient regarding his preferences and intended uses. 
3. Select a frame. (See the section on frame selection.) 
4. Select the lenses. Consider such questions as: 
• which seg style (if multifocals)? 
• which lens material (glass or plastic)? 
• clear or tinted? ".-!hi ch tint? 
• coating (glass anti-reflection, plastic hard coating)? 
5. f.'leasure the seg height (if multifocal). 
6. Neasure the PD. (For multifocals or r e aders get both the 
near and far PD; for progressive add or aphakic lenses get 
the monocular PD' s.) 
7. Review the order .., ,j_ th the patient to ensure accuracy. 
8. Explain other pertment information to the patient, 
such as the expected time of job completion, costs, etc. 
9. Write up the order for the job and send it to the lab. 
sample order form 
NAMe ;:r._-; ., : :~ >: .:~( t>A TE' F - t.j - ~:- I 
"D"o=.- ;f., {) '1 S J'"'' /) ,'/-, .. ·; ... [puo••• ') .-~~u - ·: ·; ;-, _ f"\ ~~ / , ~ • .J /"'' , • , • • _ , ,..,. ri n rv-. ~~ v ~ .. · ·-· .._, .. 
. I n NT [:1 :·.. ;; ., L. r I FRAI\'t( (f~\~~ - S!Aflr>''l ~ '~""~ 
I' f!"RAM~ iYitiW-t-f· ; · :. • :· · · ··,., ""'"d.'•\ u , ; £ Ch( .. .,. ·· • · ·' " ··• 1 . . . .. . _ · ~· ·I . . ~ 1 r •.., """' ~...., , '<~ v r / 1 ... • , 1., . '- 1 I size. .s "'. b..-idc3e.. ! .J' tt~ples ! t.r o . 
I -----------------~------ -· -----
' SPECIAL lNS't~tJCIW<IS 
· / ··-
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If the patient is ordering new lenses only (for his current 
frame) but wants to keep the fre:;rne until the lenses are 
finished, advise him that the lab has more diffic~lty edging 
the lenses accurately if it ca:mot have the frame, particularly 
if the frame is metal. It is better, then, if the patient can 
leave the frame and get by 1vi th a spare pair of glasses, if 
available, until the job is completed. If this is not possible 
be sure to supply the :lab accurate, adequate frame specifi ca-
tions, including the ma...'1ui'acturer and model and the A, B, ED, 
and IBL dimensions. It will help the lab, in some cases, for 
you to trace the shape of the lens onto a piece of paper and 
include it with the order. 
If just one lens is ordered to replace a lens in existing 
glasses, it is 1·1ise, in add:l..tion to the above, to supply the 
lab the "oc height," so that the placement of the optical 
center ( OC) in the nev1 lens will be the same vertic ally as that 
of the old lens, and thus avoid UD";Janted vertical prism. 
If the old lans is available, ?::El..rk the OC in the lensometer 
and measure either from the bottom of the lens to the OC 
(written, for example, as "OC 26 mm hi") or, if a multifocal, 
from the seg top to the OC (written, for exam-;:::le, as 
':00 3 :rnm above seg''). If the old lens is not available, measure 
the CC height of the other lens and supply that to the lab. 
Usually the OC' s of the tv1o lenses are at the same vertical 
location, but be aware that this ·will not be the case if 
the prescription dictates vertical prism. 
Another consideration when ordering just one lens in the 
case of photochromic lenses is that the ne",'' lens >tlill be 
lighter in co lor during the breaking in period than the 
other, older lens. Advise the catient a~cordingly. 
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FRAME SELECTION 
Select a few frames~-enough to give a choice, but not 
so many as to confuse. Have the patient try them on. 
Evaluate on the basis of: 
1. fit Does 1 t fee 1 c omfo rtab le ( brid e;e especially)? 
- ro the contours of the bridge and nose match well? 
- Is the bridge too wide or too narrow? 
- Are the temples the right length? 
- If it does not now fit, can it be adjusted or 
ordered to fit well? 
2. appearance -- Are the shape, size, color, a.'1.d mass 
appropriate for the patient? 
- roes the patient like it? 
3. intended use -- Is the frame suitable for the given rx? 
- vVill it hold up well under the intended use? 
FIT 
bridge 
type -- Normally, a molded or saddle bridge is most comfortable. 
Hot.;ever, adjustable nose pads or a keyhole bridge may 
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be best for flat, irregular, or straight (that is, haviP~ 
near-vertical lines when viewed face-on) noses. 
size 
molded/saddle -- should distribute pressure fairly evenly 
on top and sides of nose; therefore, 
should align with contours of nose. 
Ccoo FtT 
- The 
-==:="',./ r ~ 
' , .. \ ____/~~ 
==:::.:,/ . ! \\ .. , .. .. ·, 
I 
,! 
- ;t{i th frame on pa ti en t: 
( 1) try to move frame 
l ~tarally, checking for 
excessive space at 
b ridge; 
( 2 ) press d o'tm somewhat 
on frame at brid~e (to 
3i~ulate w9 ight ~f 
l enses). Is it still 
comfortable? 
b ridge of a frame for a child should 
allow a small gap at 
the top of the nose, 
to avoid interference 
with nasal bone growth. 
keyhole -- should rest on sloes of the nose, with 
pressure being distributed over 
an area similar to nose pads; 
sho u.ld not fit so as to 11 pinch" • 
notes: 
• Many modern frames (especially '.vomen' s) are quite 
deep and tend to touch or even rest on the cheeks. 
A frame should rest on the nos_e, not the cheeks. 
If this is a problem, try a narrower bridge, a smaller 
eyesize, or a different (shallower) frame. Installing 
adjustable nose pads or building up the bridge with 
Ad-a-Pads or otherwise adjusting the bridge might also 
be considered • 
• Elderly patients may be served best, i n many cases, 
with a bridge that rests primarily on the top of the 
nose, rather than on the sides on the nose (which become 
less firm with age). 
• Consult the frame· catalogue· regarding availability of 
d~ fferent bridge sizes. 
temples 
type -- Norma l ly, a skull ( spatllla) type is best. vihen extra 
security is required (vocational neecs, some children, 
etc.) a comfort cable or riding bov1 may be advisable 
(vlhi ch means a limited selection of frames ) • A few 
patients (fairly rare ) may desirs the convenience of 
a l i b rary ( straight-back, padd l'? ) , 1ilhich is available 
in only a few frames. 
size 
skull Bend should be at to D of e ar. 
- About lt inches of temple s hould extend after 
bend. 
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comfort cable -- should extend to 'w1. thin 1/8 inch of 
ear lobe 
GOOD Fir Too l6 NC Ttc ~+loiT 
otes: 
· Temple sizes are usually marked on the temple, in 
either inches or millimeteres. Common skull 
lengths, in approximate ~illimeter-inch equivalents, 
are: 
inches (5-l/8) 5i 
millimeters 130 135 140 
5-3/4 
145 150 
· Consult the frame caULogue regarding the availablity 
of temple sizes for any given frame. 
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APPEAR.4NCE 
size 
~9 
. "-. r 
The frame front should usually 
be about as wide as the face8 
~
\'t:~ NO NO 
One exception is the pudgy face, 
or one with narrow-set eyes. 
A wide frame front may induce 
a 11 cross-eyed'~ appearance, so 
a smaller, compromise width may 
be more appropriate. Also, a 
clear or light bridge is prefer-
able to a dark one. 
A face with wide-set eyes locks 
best if the bridge is darker, 
which cosmetically fills the 
space between the eyes. 
differ~ 
·r , :s~:~o I \ !+ I I B~% 
!,._ . '-----' ll l : 
----.-.-1 _ ___J_ 
Difference is the B dimension 
subtracted from the A. The 
difference in the shallower 
frame (example on the left) is 
10; the deeper frame has a 
difference of 4. 
Yb 
/\JO 
I . i 
-- /J.oS"C • .., 
LOtiJG F1\Ct 
8 
(..L; ,\j( Ncs;e 
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For a long face or a long nose, 
use a frame with small difference 
to deemrhas ize the length~ The 
opposite applies to a short face 
or nose. 
' ,...,.... ·/ 
'I \ 
' / . f 
/0 ' · ,..__ .J...,._. ) ~/6, 
/ ' · 
Another feature tc use to shorten the 
apparent length of a long nose is a · 
low, dark bridge. conversely, use a 
high bridge (such as a keyhole ) to 
add ap-parent length to a short nose 
(bilt avoid s uch a bridge on a lor..g 
nose j , 
LvN<i NoS( 
~  ~C~ t ye.s 
Tr I u 
.,,, 
-- r ~ ~ 
..._; T NU 
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shane 
!-... ( ----, 
f9'~~ 
·- ·-' !_) 
bu.lk 
Choose shapes and lines that contrast the shapes 
and lines of the face. 
Oppose roundness with angularity. 
Oppose angularity 1di th roundness. 
Oppose upsweeps with downs'iJeeps. 
OpPose downsweeps with upsweeps. 
squarish face -- use roundish or curved frame 
roundish face -- use squarish or angular frame 
triangular face-- use frame with up-and-out sweep 
or high end piece .y· .. 
(round bottom rims _f. 
prefer able ) 
inverted triangular face -- use 
low 
pilot shape or 
endpiece ~ 
diamond face -- use frame with dark, straigh ti sh 
top rims and light (preferably 
squarish) bottom rims 
Avoid frames which emphasize face shape by 
similarity: 
The top eyewire should preferably parallel the 
eyebrow; avoid extreme clashes, such as~ · ,~~,/ 
Low endpieces decrease the apparent ~ 
length of the face; high endpieces , 
increase the apparent length. ; 
Like'tl ise, light-colored bottom rims tend to 
lengthen the face, whereas dark-colored bottom 
rims tend to shorten the face. 
large or heavy :;erson/face -- use thick frame 
high ~inus rx -- a thick eyewire hid~s the thick 
thin or ~etite person/face -- use thir. frame 
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color 
Match to hair color, skin color, eye color, wardrobe 
colors, lens color( s), etc. Some general guidelines 
follow: 
hair color 
blond 
brown 
red 
black 
grey/white 
frame color 
blue, red, light brown, gold 
brown, gold, copper, rose 
red, gold, copper, light brown, blue 
anything; dark better 
white, silver, grey, pastels 
Neutral colors such as white, ivory, 
grey, etc. are fairly universal. 
skin color -- Cool skin tones shculd be complemented by 
a frame of warm shades; warm skin tones 
by a cool shade. Consider make-up. 
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SPECIAL FITTING CASES 
children 
Avoid pressure on top of bridge, to avoid interference 
with growth of nasal bones. A small gap between bridge of 
nose and bridge of frame is advisable. Infants and toddlers 
may have such flat, small noses that little bridge support 
exists~ Special frames are availbale, in very small sizes, 
with a rubber cushion at the bridgea Comfort cable or riding 
bow temples may be useful, as may athletic straps. Sturdiness 
and flexibility are particularly desirable in children's frames. 
Flex hinges are ~dvantageous in many cases. 
aphakes (and other high-power rxls) 
The goal is to minimize weight and aberrations, accom-
plished by selecting a frame of relatively small eyesize and 
roundish in shape. Avoid large, angular, and irregular shapes, 
which dictate a thicker lens. Since vertex distance and the 
placement of the optical centers of the lenses are crucial, 
and some adjustability thereof may be needed, a frame with 
adjustable nose pads is recommended. Select a frame sturdy 
enough to bear the lenses securely. 
one-eyed patients 
Extra protection of the good eye may be desired, and is 
achieveable by plastic or thicker (3 mm) glass lenses. The 
prescription may ca21 for a "balance 11 lens for the non-seeing 
eye. This instructs the lao to supply a lens of any power 
approximately similar to that of the good eye, for the sake 
of cosmetic and iveight balance. Because the lab can use a 
reject lens in many cases, it will often charge less for a 
balance lens. 
In order to optimize · peripheral vision, a high or low 
endpiece/temple placement or a thin temple may be desirable. 
safety glasses 
Mar..y industrial ~ oos involve eye hazards requiring pro-
tective devices--hoods, goggles, spectacles, side shields, e tc. 
Lenses for safety spectacles are at least 3 mm thick'and must 
be able to -,.i ithstE2·~:S. the impact of a l-inch steel ball dropped 
from a height of 50 l~c:'1es . Each safety lens must bear the mark 
(in small, nearly-invisible etched letters) of its manufac-
turer. Glass lenses, in particular, are heavier because of 
increased thickness. Plastic lenses are avaible in either 
conventiona1 CR-39 or in polycarbonat?, a very tough (some 
lenses are virtually bulletproof~), light1-1eight plastic. 
It is quite scratchable, but is usual ly surplied with a fairly 
good scratch-resistant coat ing. In the past, it has been 
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more difficult to achieve accurate lens optics, in some cases, 
than with glass or CR-39. Tinting of anti-scratch-coated 
polycarbonate lenses is attainable only by color coating 
similar to glass. Special glass tints for welding, etc. exist. 
Safety frames feati..U'e a high-shoulder bevel ridge 
behind · each eyewire, which braces the lens against impact 
(plastic frames being somewhat superior to metal in this 
capacity). The lens tends to pop forvJards, if it breaks, 
rather than backwards towards the eye. Riveted (rather 
than hidden) hinges are typical. Avoid metal frames if 
electrical shock danger exists (eg. power line repairmen). 
Traditional safety frames have a fairly standarciized shape, 
in one of two differences, namely S-7 (a deeper shape, of 
7 mm difference) and S-10 (a shallower shape, of 10 mm 
difference). Safety frames, as safety lenses, must oear 
the trademark of the manufacturer. 
The hinges of some safety frames (AO and U.S. Safety) 
have a nylon coating (bushing) inside the barrel around the 
screw to prevent the screw from working loose. To replace 
it, first remove the screw (as normal, with a screwdriver), 
then screw the special bushing tool c;-,::J in to the nylon 
bushing (which is left remaining in T the barrel after 
the screw is removed) and pull the bushing out. Insert a 
new pink-ny lon-e overed screw in to the barrel and tighten 
as you would a normal screw~ 
Side shields are of several types--some detachable, 
some not, some of wire, some of plastic--and serve to 
protect the eye from particles or chemicals flying towards 
the eye from the-side. Some attatch to the front, some 
to the temple. 7 ·· ~ JfV 
\"'t~c M€Sii •·· E~E€lECAl'(HB2.. Fl:~~:ici"~l.4P A..ATFoll:> 
Comfort cable temples are more generally available on 
safety f'rarnes than dress frames, due to the increased impor-
tance of security in indus trial use, A "convertible temple!' 
c;: ~· · which is a skull type \-Ji th a retractable 
) CC, is available on some (eg. Airco) frames, 
· for skull convenience and CC security inter-
changeably. · 
Companies that deal in safety glasses include AO, B&L, 
Titmus, Airco, U.S. Safety, etc. 
s oor ts 
A wide variety or frames for spcrts--some for general 
use, some for spe ci fie sports, such as racl{.etball, skiing, 
etc.--are on the market. Consult the ?rames Update issue 
on safety and sports eyewear, or other catalogues. Several 
er:ploy nylon, ';Jhich is q uite break-res ·l stant. Rubbe.r cushions 
are offered on_s~me ?ridges. F~stic lenses~- ... · ~ 
are recommendea tor oreakage res1stance. · · . . 
Athletic straps are often quite helpful.... . . · ·_ . 
G . 
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PD (interpupillary distance) me~surement 
1. 
2. 
·needed by lab to accurately position the optical 
centers of the lenses in front of the pupils of the 
eyes, to avoid LUn1anted prj s-matic effect 
• The eyes converge to view /~0 :?>e . 
near objects; thus, the near 
PD is less than the far PD, .~ PD 
usually by 3-4 mm. (Narrm1 0 -r-ctr O· -. FD' s tend to differ by 1-3 mm, \o.Jide PD' s by 3-5 mm. ) Suspect measurement error 1 1 
if much different. 1 
• 1-lr it ten: distance PD / near PD 
• average values: men 04/61 
women 62/59 
· normal ranges: adults 55-72 
childr~=;n 
younger 
older 
40-50 
50+-
I 
· can be measured with PD rule or pupillometer 
rule method: · --jo.pp0<. H: 'r-
Position yourself a. bout 11t feet in front 0. •)----N 
of patient, your eyes level ltJith his. )-.r,J ~ y 
Close your right eye. Instruct natient to look at your 
left (open) eye (or at a small object, such as the tip 
of a pen, placed slightly and directly under your left 
pupil). Rest the PD rule on pa tienV s nose. Measure 
bet-...;een corresponding landmarks of the two eyes, such as 
the centers or margi~s of the pupils, or.the limbuses. 
(In the ' example belov1, the measurement is made from the 
nasal limbus of the right eye to the temporal limbus of 
the left eye. ) This is the near ?D. 
Do not move the PD rule. Close your left eye, o~en your 
right eye. Instruct patient to look now at your r:l.ght (open) 
eye (or the fixation targe-t, noiv uncer your :right eye). 
The left eye of the patient will move outward. Note the 
nevv position of the landmark (the same one used in step 1; 
here, the temporal limbus) of the left eye relative to 
the PD rule scale. This is the far PD. 
ne~r P~ J 
\. cpL~) 
I I 
I I 
~~~ 
I 
\.._~[.Cf_) 
\ I 
\ I 
~ fe'- ~ \ 
2. 2. 
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pupillometer Fixat•on dis.tanc~ s.~l~ctor 
RE 
mov•ng w.r~ 
control 
Oi~tance b~tween 
the eye D•s.tanc~ betw-n the eye and tne lt!'n~ 
far FD 
1. Set binocular/monocular switch to mid-position (binocular). 
? 
-. 
3. 
4. 
Set fixation dist~~ce setting on infinity: ~­
Turn 
Look 
instrument upside-down. The fixation li~ht in instru-
ment automatically activates. (Therefore, be sure to 
set the instrument rightside-up when not in use, to 
prevent battery drain.) Place forehead support in 
con tao t 11i th patient 1 s forehead and rest the pads on 
the bridge of patient ' s nose.. Tell patient 
to look into instrument and to look at the 
light in the bullseye. Patient sees -
·-( •' ->:- ;_ 
-
.... . 
.,-: :: 
" ...... 1 
~ .... ~~ 
through the hole on the o~~osite end of I  
the instrument. You will see the patient's ' = 
eyes, each having a dot of reflected li~ht 
slightly nasal to the center of the patient 1 s pupil. 
You will also see verticle hairline 
wires in the windows, which may be 
slid sideHay s by sliding t he moving 
"ttrire control knobs. Superimpose 
the hairlines upon the dots of light. 
OJ [IJ] 
+\-t e{t ~ C:"'A~": e1:a ie. 
near PD 
Same, but first set fixation distance 
to "6 5" : OC"~ 
This, in effect, brings the fixation 
target nearer, causin~ patient 1 s e yes 
to converge. (Technically, the setting 
should be "40,'1 but "65" seems to give 
more accurate results. ) 
-- --\~ ~,_ I 
I \ 0 I 
, l_) I \~ 
monocular PD ' s 
Same as binocular PD ' s, except read the ri ght eye 
and left eye monocular PD's from their respective 
scales. 
If the patient is not able to fixate binocularly, as 
in strabismus, take monocular PD' s by setting the 
binocular/monocular switch to .the right:~. . . 
This occludes patient~ s left eye, · ~ 
permitting measurement of the right . 
eye PD; then occlude the right eye 0 
~~d measure the left eye (reading, of course, from the 
monocular scales ) . 
vertex di s tance 
Vertex distru1ce can be measured with the pupillometer, 
as fol l ows: 
l. Hold the instrument so as to view the profile of the eye-. 
2. Align the fixed hairline (b y moving instrument) with 
apex of patient's cornea. 
3. Align the moveable hairline i•li th the apex of the front 
surface of the lens. 
4. Note the reading on the "distance betv1een the eye and 
the lensr' scale. 
5. ..Measure the center thickness of the lens. Subtract this 
from the scale reading (from step ~4). The re~ainder 
is the vertex distance. 
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SPECTACLE "TJ'3:RIFICATION 
i'lhen e, job is completed and received from the lab, it is 
customary to verify it--to examine it to ensure the order 
has been fillec accurately. :Co so as follows. 
1. Exanine the frame--correct eye, bridge, ~~d temple sizes? 
correct model, color, and bridge and temple styles? 
any defects? 
2. Examine the lenses--any scratches or chips? correct tint 
anc lens material? correct seg style, if multifocals? 
3. JYieas ure the seg heights 
if the lenses are multi-
focals. Each seg height 
should be within 0.5 mm 
of the ordered seg height. 
The seg tops (FT and exec) 
should be straight. 
4. Neutralize (read the power cf) the lenses with the lenso-
meter. (Se~ the section on lensometry.) The ~ower of a 
lens should be with in 0.12 D of the or de red pm-Jer. 
The cylinder axis should be within 5 degrees of the ordered 
axis if the cylinder power is under 0. 50 D; the tolerance 
is 3 cegrees from 0. 50 to l. 00 D; and 2 degrees for cylinder 
po'l'rer over 1.00 J;. An error of even 1 degree or less may 
possibly disturb the vision of a patient wearing very high 
pOi·Jer cylinder lenses. 
5. ~ot the optical center 
of each lens 'I'Ji th the 
lensometer marking 
device; then measure 
the distance between 
the octical centers (rnoc). 
FT and round bifocals 
ahd trifocals can be 
measured from the left 
edge of one seg to the 
left edv.e of the other 
seg (or~between right 
edges) . 
. After the lens has been marked, measure from ;the center . 
dot on one le~s to the cente_r dot on the other len_s. ; · 
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If the glasses are for distance vision, as most glasses 
are, th en the DBOC should be the same as the patient's 
far FD; if readers, the DBOC should equal the near PD; 
and if bifocals, the distance bet'.veen the segs (measured 
as shown on the preceding page) should equal the near PD. 
(This would not be true if BO or BI prism has been 
ordered.) The difference bet1,veen the DBOC and the P1J, if 
any exists, should not exceed an amount vihich would 
introduce more than 0.25r. for each lens. or a total of 
0.50A for both lenses. 
If, for examcle, a patient's lenses are -1.00 sph OU and 
his PD is 65 mm (6.5 em) and the !.:30C is 62 mm (6.2 em), 
then the crismatic effect (A= P x dcm) vwuld be 
l.OOD x 0.3 em - 0~30~, which would be within the 
acceptable toler a..'1.ce. If ho,oJever, the lanse s were 
-3.00 sph OU, then the prism i40Uld be 3.00D x 0.3 em -
0.90A, which would not be within the acceptable tolerance. 
Or, by way of a more complex example, suppose the right 
lens is -2.00-l.OOxl80 and the left lens is -4.00-0.50x90; 
the PD is 67 and the DBOC is 60, making a dis peri ty of 7 mm 
or 0.7 em. The power of the rifZht lens in the horizontal 
meridian is -2.00 (cylinder power is zero along the AXis; 
therefore no power is contributed along the horizontal or 
180 line by the cylinder of a lens of axis 180); the power 
of the left lens in the horizontal meridian is -4.50 
(the full cylinder pov1er is contributed 900 a1,1ay from the 
axis; therefore all of the cylinder po1ver is in effect along 
the horizontal or 180 meridian 'rlhen the axis is at 90, and 
this cylinder pmo.1er is numerically acc .ed to the sphere 
pov1er to give the total pm·7er). Average the pm.,rers of the 
right and left sides, giving -3.25 as the avsrage power of 
the lenses along the horizontal meri~ian. Nml/ the prismatic 
effect can be calculated: ·3 .25D x 0.7 em - 2.3(1, '.oJhich 
is unacce-patble. 
You should also note whether the optical centers of both 
l enses are placed at the same vertical location. If one 
is higher than the other determine how QUCh vertical prism 
this is i~troducing (sse lensometry section); it should 
not exceed 0.25A. 
If either vertical or horizontal prism has been ordered, 
check to make sure it is oresent and 11ithin the tolerances 
given above, namely + 0.25 6 for vertical ·and ± 0 .506. for 
horizontal prism. 
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The lens measure--or lens clock 
or gauge--is a useful tool rela-
ting to spectacle verification. 
It is held perpendicular to the 
surfaceof a lens and gently 
pressed downward until all three 
of its legs touch the surface, 
as shm-Jn to the far right. One 
then reads from the dial the 
curvature of that surface of the 
lens, given in di opters. Read from the black scale (plus PO\'ler) 
when measuring the front surface and from the red scale (minus 
pm1er) 1rfhen measuring the back surface. The exam-ple on the 
right above shows a front surface being measured at +4.75 D. 
The lens measure is used to measure the base cu.rve of a lens, 
which nearly always is the front surface of the lens. If a 
specific base curve has been ordered, measure it as part of the 
verification process. It should be accurate within 1.00 D. 
Usually, however, the choice of base cu.rves is left to the lab. 
The lens measure also reveals the amount of toricity Gf a lens 
surface. Take two measurements on a lens surface, the second 
with the measure held in a position rotated 90° from the posi- · 
tion of the first measureme~t; the difference ' of the scale 
readings is the amo11nt of torici ty present. No rmally the front 
surface should have no toricity; if it does, the probable cause 
is lens warpage (\-.rhich can have a subtly dist\ll.""bine ef :tect on 
vision). Measurement of toricity of the back surface reveals. 
the r:resence and amoun t of cylinder in the lens. 
Still another use of the lens measure is to gain a rough idea 
of the pov..rer of a lens. Do so by measuring both surfaces and 
then ac.:: ing them numerically. For example, if the front sur-
face measures +4.00 :C an:J the back surface measures -7.00 D 
then the total power of the lens is approximately -3.00 L. 
~:l ost lens measures are cali 'JrB.ted for e;lass a.YJ.d are therefore 
not as accurate when used on plastic lenses. If precision is 
desired when measu.ring a plastic lens, multiply the scale 
reR-.:in~ by .925. (Glass readine;s, also, •,-,rill be more pr?cise 
when multiplied by .987; this may be ignored in meet situations.) 
Use caution when touching the arms of the lens clock to the 
surfaces of a plastic lens, lest the lens be scratched. 
The lens thickness ~auge or caliper is 
used to determine lens thickness, if 
that information is desired. Press the 
long arms together to open the jmvs, 
insert the lens edge-wise between the 
j m·1s, release the long arms so as the 
cl?~mP the lens '\'lith the j mvs , and Y'ead the scale (in :mn). 
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One reason for vlhich you might 11ant to measure lens thickness 
would be to ascertain, if the question arose, whether a given 
lens is thick enough to meet standards relating to break 
resistance. It is assumed that a lens must be at least 2.2 mm 
thick at its thinnest point to resist breakage adequately. 
Virtually all lenses produced in the United States meet this 
specification. Actually, plastic lenses and chem-hardened 
glass lenses could usually be somewhat thinner than this and 
still pass the stancard breakage test, which involves dropping 
a 5/8" steel ball unto the front surf ace of the lens from a 
height of 50 inches. Industrial safety lenses should be at 
least 3.0 mm thick and must be able to vlithsta."'ld the impact of 
a 1" steel ball drocned from 1)0 inches. 
The lens align~ng plier or line-ax 
~lier is useful in the case of a 
lens \'lhich has a slightly wrong 
cylinder axis. Warm the frame front 
--assuming the frame is plastic, since 
little, if any, axis alteration is 
possible in metal and rimless frames 
--and clamp the lens bet1.1een the jaws 
of the plier. If one j a1-1 is larger, 
place it on the front surface. 'Tl,'/ist 
the lens by rotating the plier. 
If the desired axis is numeri-
cally greater than the exist-
ing axis, turn the lens (i<~i th 
the front surface of the lens 
toward you) co un terc lockv1is e. 
If the desired axis is smaller 
than t'he existing axis, turn 
the lens clockwise. Check 
the axis again in the lensometer 
and continue ad j usting as needed 
unti l the axis is accurate within 
the acceptable tolerances. 
If, for exaT.ple, the axis of the lens 
is 18 but it should be 25, turn the lens 
coun terclocbli se. If it is 178 but it 
should be 5, also turn it counterclockwise. 
If, on the other ha~d, it is 96 but it should be 90, turn it 
clock~vise; li1cewise if it is 3 but should be 176. 
?.ound-sha-ped frames allow more turning of the lens than sQuari. ;~ 
ones. (A rou.."ldish -c:lastic frame may, therefore, be the best 
qhoice for high cylinder lenses, the axis placement of which 
i s c r i t i c al. ) 
This plier is also .usej to stra~gh ten bifocal segs if they are 
crooked . 
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L.3:NSGr·CETRY 
The lensometer is used to neutralize or measure the optical 
power of lenses, including the add power of multifocals. 
It can also a nab le you to locate and mark the optical centers 
of lenses and to de teet and measure prism. 
The lensometer illustrated 
particular brand or model. 
location of po-v:er and axis 
but the general principles 
fairly universal. 
below is not meant to portray any 
Specific features--target pattern, 
wheels, etc.--vary among models, 
of use, as described belOvJ, are 
f\1\AIU~IN(\ '0\i:VtC...E 
COt-aTR.OL t::;NOB 
/'viARt::IN(, DE~!tE' 
<;Tf.I.GI: 
._T.¢.(,E' ELEVA-ll<l!\1 _j 
C'ONiRUL I(ND8 
peo,.veR.. w~eE L . 
,.,- L€NS I-40LDER 
LEN!. ST()P 
to read l ens r:m-1er: 
1. Focus the instrument for your eye as 
follt?ws: Turn the eyepiece completely 
':) 
'- . 
counterclock~;rise or into full plus; @ 
then, looking through it, turn the ·@: 
eyePiece clockwise until the re t icule Q 
(such as the one sho1,m to the rip-ht) 1 
apnears sharply focused. Each u~ar 
should focus the insti:•umen~ for hirnealf; 
if :;ou do not and the instru;"Tient hap.rens 
to be in poor focus for your eye, your findings could '!:le 
in error by as much as 0. 50 D. 
Clan::p the lens to be rsad bettveen the lens holcer and the 
lens stop. The front surfacs of the lens should face yo u. 
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Both rics of the front should rest on the stage and the 
aonroximate center of the lens should be oositioned in 
front of the lens stop. Raise or lower tl~e stage and 
otherwise move the glasses, as necessary, to ach~eve this. 
3. Turn the PO'Her wheel into plus, that is, until the scale 
:pointer points to black numbers. If the lens is sup!Josedly 
a plus lens, or you suspect it to be, turn further into 
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plus (to higher black numbers) than the supposed or suspected 
power of the lens. 
Nmv look through the eyepiece and turn the power v1heel 
tmvard tte smaller black numbers and, if necessary, into 
the red or minus num8ers on the scale until the target 
starts to come into focus. 
The target is composed of a "racing stripe" and, perpendi-
cular to it, three lines. As you are turning the power 
wheel, coming down from plus, look for the first focus of 
t;;.e racing stripe·. The racing stripe may at first look. 
blurry and broken or the three lines may come into focus 
first; if so, turn the axis ivheel until the racing stripe 
is clear and unbroken. Some refocusing 1flitt the pov1er 
wheel may be needed. Read the power wheel scale now; 
the number read is the sphere p01ver of the lens in diopters. 
If the number is black, the sign is plus; red is minus. 
Leave the axis wheel o..s it nOiv is. 
4. Turn the pOi.,rer i'rheel further in the same direction, 
tov1ard lov1er plus or higher minus numbers, until the 
three lines are focused. Now read the power wheel scale 
again. The numerical difference between this reading 
and the sphere reacint:: as obtained in step 3 is the 
cylinder po,,rer. 
5. Read the axis wheel scale. The number to >·lhich the pointer 
is directed is the cylinder axis in dsgrees. 
See the examrle on the following page. 
This procedure gives you the lens formula i n minus cy linder 
form. If you '.'Jant to read the lens in plus cylinder form, 
precede as ab ove except start by turnin6 the power wheel irito 
mocerately high nd.nUs (rather than 9lus) and t hen come out 
of rr.inus, that is, turn the po•Her whee l to·ward l ovJer red or 
minus numbers and, if necessary, into the black or plus 
numbers LL."ltil the ~aci~g stripe is focused. The reacing 
here is the s9here. Then, keep turning the wheel toward 
lo>:.rer minus or higher Dlus until the three lines are focused; 
and the di:~ference bet':Jeen this rea::5 inP: and the s;:-here is 
the cylinder power in plus cylinder ro;m. 
An ex:J.mple of a reading in minLls cylinder form follo1vs: 
Coming down from 
plus, turn the 
po1t1er "1-rheel un ti 1 
the racing stripe 
is close to being 
in focus. 
Turn the axis 
'.'!heel until the 
racing stri~e is 
unbroken. Refocus 
as needed. 
power wheel scale ·~ {I -3.50 D 
axis wheel scale 
lens formula: -3.50-0.50x015 
Turn the pov1er 
wheel tcn·Jards 
less ~lus or more 
min us unti 1 the 
three lines are 
focused. 
-4.00 D 
If both the Nwing stripe an:..'l the three lines 
focus simultaneously, e.s shOi'm to the richt, 
the lens has no cylinder PO',ver--the lens power 
is s-phere only. 
to read an add newer on a mulitifocal lens: 
l. Set up the instrument and the glasses as above except 
the back surface of the lens should face you now. (Eeacing 
the add with the front surface facin~ vou could result in 
an error of 0.25 r; or n:ore, particu =-arly in high p oT,-1ers.) 
2. l>dj ust the stage so as to place the di sta...'l.ce portion of 
the lens in front of the lens stop and find the sphere 
reacing (racing stripe) as above. 
Raise the stage 
in front of ths 
ir~ cl·~....,~ sr-ri r_P,' 
\ ~ --~ u-- --
so as to place the near portion of the l ens 
lens stop. Find the sphere reading 
throuEh this portion. 
4 . ~he a~d is tha differe~ce between t~e rea6ings through 
the dis ta~ce a~d near portions. 
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An example of reading an add follo1r1S: 
scale rea~ing of the sphere power through 
the distance portion 
scale reading of the s.t;;here pm-.1er through 
the near pert ion 
add = near readinF - distance reading 
= -2.25 - (-3-50) 
= +1.25 
to mark the ootical center of a lens: 
1. Xove the lens so as to place the intersection 
of the racing stripe and the three lines--
in other words, the center of the t~rget--
at the center of the reticule, as sho,.m to 
the right. This may require adjusting the 
elevation of the stage. Both rims should 
rest on the stage. 
-3.50 D 
-2.2 5 r:; 
2. Press the lensometer marking cevice int o its in..k 'tlell 
and then press it onto the front surface of the lens. 
This deposits three ·dots of ink, the center one of which 
marks the optical center. 
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Cent.:H' the target, as sho1.vn here. HnAnever you neutralize a lens 
(unless prism or a mult~._focal milkes this impossible, in which 
case cen te r it as ~~ell as you can). This places the optical 
center at the lens stop. Readings are easier and more accurate 
Hhen you measure through the optical center of the lens. 
to measure vertical prism: 
1. Mark the optical centers of the lenses. 
2. Measur e the difference in the vertical locations of the 
optical centers, if any dif~erence exists, with a metric 
rule. 
3. Calculate the ):'ri sm as in the follovJing example: 
G. e· r-2.mm: O.l.cm - ___J_ "-.---. A = p X dcrn = 5. 00 r: X 0.2 
-4.75 -5.25 
= 
1 nA 
.v 
s ph s ;:::;. 
average ~ower = -s.oo r: 
em 
In this example . the prism is base down (ED) in the right lens 
since, as \·le assume for analytical purposes, the right eye is 
locking through the bottom part of a minus lens, vJhich acts 
like a base down prism (see the section on prism lenses); so 
we have 111 BD OD present in the glasses. Equivalently, we 
could specify it as ~BU OS because the left eye is looking 
through the top part of a minus lens, which is a base up (BU) 
prism. 
An alternative and perhaps easier and more accurate method is 
as follovJs: 
1. Place one of the lenses--choose the higher-powered lens 
if the two lenses are not of the same pD'i·7e:r--in the lens-
ometer. Center the target. 
2. Switch to the other lens. Be careful the keep the stage 
at the same elevation at which it was when the first lens 
was centered. 
Now note vlhere the center of the target intersects the 
reticule. If the target is centered similar to that of 
the first lens, no vertical prism exists. If, however, 
the center of the target is above or below the center of 
the reticule, vertical prism is present. 
Typically, reticules have concentric rings and/or hash 
marks ~,,hich enable you to quantify prism. The ring 
which is closest to the center usually represents i 6 ; 
the next ring is 14 ; the next is 2t. ; the .:J.ux t is 3 4 ; etc. 
If the target center is above the center of the reticule 
the prism in that lens is BU; if below cen tar, the prism 
is BD. So, if the target center intersects the reticule 
above the reticule cent~r at the third ring, the prism 
is 26 BU; if at the fir ~ t ring and be~ow center, the prism 
1 s i.:~. BI:; and so forth. 
For example: let's s ay that after cen ter-
ing the target of the right lens, you then 
svJi t chad to the left l ens and you saH the 
view shov-m to the right. The target 
through this left lens intersects the 
reticule at the second ring, above the 
center of the reticule. Therefore this 
left lens has 16 3U. (This i s eouivalent 
to 16 Bu in the right lens.) -
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to measure horizontal crism: 
1. I'l:"ark the o·ptical centers of the lenses. 
2. Measure the distance between optical centers (r30C). 
3. Calculate the differe~ce between the DBOC and the 
patient's PD. Convert this difference to centimeters. 
4. Calculate the prism as in the following example: 
given: PD = 65, DBOC = 70, lens power = +4.50 sph OU 
difference= DBOC- PD = 70 ·- 65 = 5 mm = 0.5 em 
prism :: t:. = P x d em 
= 4 • 50 D x 0 • 5 em 
= 2.25.!:. 
This is base out (BO) prism since the eyes are looking 
through those portions of the lenses which are nasal 
to the optical c~nters (in other words, the optical 
centers are displaced outward relative to the pupils 
of the eyes), which portions act like BO prisms if 
the lenses are plus, as in this example. (Gee the 
section on prism lenses.) If the lenses had been 
minus in this example, the effect would have been 
base in (BI). Or if the lenses were plus but the 
DBOC 1t1ere less than the PD, the effect i-Jould also 
be BI. . C~, lastly, if the lenses were minus and 
the :DBOC ':!ere less than the PD, the effect would be 
BO. 
Sometimes the target cannot be centered and, consequently, 
the optical centers c~~not be marked, such as would be the 
case if slab·-off ·prism is present; if so, the above method 
is not possible and the following method must be employed. 
1. Using a felt-tipped marker, mark one lens near the 
center of the lens or about where the pupil of the 
patient would be. 
2. Place a mark on the other lens at a distance from the 
first mark equal to the patient's PD. 
Alternatively, place t b. e glasses on the t;atient anc marlr the 
l enses at the pupil's. 
3. Place one lens in the lensometer with the marked area of 
the lens at the lens sto"C'. Reac the amount of l:.'ri.. sm on 
the reticule scale in a maYL"ler simi :Lar to that for ver ti-
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cal prism. If you have the right l ,ens and the tareet 
center is to th e left of the reticQle center, the prism 
is 30; if to the r•i gh t, BI; , and the o pr,:osi te for the 
left lens. 
4. Do the same for the other lens. 
5. Add the prism for both lenses to calculate the total 
horizontal prism present in the glasses. 
example 1: 
~ l"BI Ot 
~ 2'BI OS 
example 2: 
l.iBI + 2.o.BI = 36 !3I total 
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Foreign lensocetars often employ a target consisting of dots 
rather than of li~es. Use them to read lens 1:011er as follov!s: 
l. Focus the lensometer for your eye. 
2 . Turn the pmver vJheel into plus, as described 
previously. Then turn the power wheel back 
tO\'lard n:i nus or lower plus. Look fOl" the 
first ap?earance of a set of short lines, 
as shown to the right. Focus them. Read 
the power wheel scale now. This is the 
sphere power in diopters. 
3· Turn the r eticule ring, located around the 
eyepiece, so as to align the shorter cross-
line of the reticule parallel to the lines 
of the target, as shm·m in the top picture 
on the right. 
Leave the reticule as it now is. 
4. Turn the po~t~er 1tJheel further in . the same 
dir-=ction, tov1ard lower plus or higher 
minus, until another set of short lines, 
perpendicular to the first set, is focused, 
as shmvn to the right. Now read the pm'ler 
scale again. The numerical difference 
betHeen this reading and the sphere 
reading is the cylinder power in 
cSi opters. 
5· Read the cylinder axis at the 
intersection of the longer 
reticule line with the axis 
scale (seen through the eye-
piece), as shm-.rn in the 165 .:-
e xam -cle to the right, •,.,rhi ch lao-
portrays a scale re a ding of 
8 5 degrees. 
Thi s example a : so sh ows an 
internal ? Ower scale in the 
lower lgft of the picture. 
This optional feature on 
some models is seen through the 
e yepi e ce and replaces the s ca le 
the po~rJer l•rheel. 
= 1 
on 
If t he t ar get f ocuses a s dots ra t her than 
as short lines, as shown to the righ t, 
t he lens h a s no c ylin~ er power--the len s 
i s s :-tere only. 
11
; 45 
/ 
/ 
-"..,30 
;.,. 
·. 
-:.. 15 
-
-0 
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• 
PATIENT INSTRUCTION 
On delivering a pair of glasses, remember to offer 
pertinent advice to patients, such as the following: 
l. If plastic lenses: Clean properly--wet lenses first, 
such as running under faucet, wipe 1-1i th soft, clean, 
cotton cloth, avoid ~aper products--store in case, and 
avoid setting or rubbing lens surfaces on hard surfaces. 
2. If ne'tl rx much different than old rx: Allow a Heek or 
two for adaptation--to different magnification, distor-
tion, and "slantiness" (especially if cylinder changed) 
phenomenoa. May be best, in some cases, to adapt to at 
home or in sedentary activities first. 
3. If ne•.., bifocal 1-iearer: Turn eyes downward (rather than 
head), so as to look through bottom part of lens for 
near work. Use caution when traversing stairs--the 
image "jump" at the seg line may be confusing until 
adapted to. 
4. If new trifocal or progressive add wearer: Turn eyes 
downward so as to look through intermediate portion 
of lens for intermediate-range work, further downward 
for near. 
t:: 
...1• 
6. 
If photochromic lenses: Co not exrect maximLUn perfor-
mance until lenses a,re "broken in," usually a couple 
of weeks. The more they ch~~ge, the faster and darker 
they change. 
If frame needs adjustTent, be sure to come back and let 
us co it, rather than risking a breakage or a less-than-
e pt imal fit iJy do-it-your self adj us tr::Jen t at home. 
Adjust the frame . and clean the lenses. Ask the patient 
whether he can see well with the glasses. Hand a multifocal 
(or reading lenses ) wearer some reading material or a near 
card with reasonably small print to permit hi m to evaluate 
h:.s near vision. Check to make sure the seg height is 9roper 
en the patient. Instruct the patient as needed. Give him 
a case. Settle any necessary financial ma tters. 
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FRAI'£2 AWUSTMENT 
l. VievJ the frame from abcve. 
l l ~co The temples should join the front at equa ang es, about~ • 
yes 
Angles wider or 0 
narrower than 90° ·. . 
may be appropriate. 
normal 
no 
0 
wide front/ 
narrow head 
0 
narrow front/ 
wide head 
If the angles are not equal, the front will be closer to the 
patient 1 s face on one side (namely, the side with the less 
acute angle), and the patient may complain of discomfort on 
the nose, head, 
or ears. Remedy 
this by opening 
the more acute 
angle and or 
closing the 
other. 
To adjust, bend the endpiece imJard or outward. 
If metal, use a fiber-jaw 
clier (to crotect the metal 
from scratching). Use 
caution not to chip the 
edge of the lens. 
An alternative (and 
less desirable) 
method is to oer.d 
t l.1e tern ple just 
oehind the hinge. 
If plastic, use your fingers, 
after heating the area. Avoid 
disturbing and loosening the 
hinge while the area is . warm. 
When done, cool in water. 
Ar.~.otner way to open the angle 
is to file off the temple a 
little: 
~-a1 
I 
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Check to make sure that bo.th eyewires are in the same plane. 
Look for: 
(1) one eyewire being in the advance of the other 
Top view 
Side view 
(2) x-ing, or twisting at the bridge 
Top view 
Side view 
(3) iru~ard or outward bending at the bridge 
(A slight amount 
may be appro-
priate in some 
cases.) 
In any of these cases, heat the bridge area (if plastic) 
and twist appropriately at the bridge so as to place both 
eyewires in the same plane, before attempting any further 
adjustment. 
The bridge area may be selectively warmed 
by piling the sand (use a spoon, etc.) to 
form a mound in the center of the salt pan. 
Insert the bridge into the mound. 
Tbe angle bet•11een the front and the temple, viewed f"rom 
above, is sometimes called the fitback &~gle. 
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2. Vie·w the frame rrom the side. 
The temples should join the front at equal . angles. 
yes 
Al;·;a;s start with the temples symmetrically angled, even 
though some modification may subsequently be needed. 
Check i"or equal angles by 
setting the frame down on 
a table, upside-down, with 
the temples extended. It" 
the f·rame 'd Obbles (that is, 
if one temple is not in 
contact i-.r ith the tab l e when 
the other temple and both 
top rims touch the table) 
then symmetry probably does 
not exist. Adjust the 
angling until the frame 
does not wocble. This gives 
four-poi:rlt touch and 
indicates equal angling 
(us ually). 
If the angling is not equal (or if 
the angl ing is not appropriately 
~~equal to compensate for unlevel 
ear.s or eyes), the frame will not 
sit level on the patient's face, 
or his eyes will be positions~ at 
different vertical locations in 
their respective eyewires. He may 
complain of discomfort on the nose 
or ears, or have seemingly unequal 
bifocal seg heights, or experience 
eyestrain or headaches (or possibly 
double vision) due to induced 
vertical prismatic imbalance, 
especially in higher powers. 
~' 
' '.l'f·r---'< 
If the frame does not sit level on the f ace or with respect 
to the eyas (look at the cupils, not the eyelids), note 
•,.;hich si oe of the front is lOi.;er, and a,ngle the temple on 
that side dmvnv.!ar5. This ':Jill Paise the frame vn that side. 
Alternatively, lmoJer the front or.. the higher side by 
angling the temple on that side '.lP.·iard. 
\fuen properly adjusted, the frame should sit level on the 
face or (more importantly) both eyes should have the same 
vertical position in reference tcr their respective eye-vJires. 
(If the latter is, for some reason, not possible or imprac-
tical, one optical center or seg height may need to be 
ordered higher or lo·wer than the other.) 
This adjustment is accompli shed by h"' lding the front with 
one hand, opening the temple nearly completely, and raising 
or lowering the temple with the other hand. You are~ in 
effect, bending the hinge barrels; therefore proceed care-
fully, as quick, forceful movements may break or loosen the 
hinge. (The latter is particularly likely if the hinge 
area of a plastic frame is ,,.,arm; al\-Jays cool it, if previously 
warmed, before attempting this adj ustment.) As an alter-
native to bending the hinge, one may instead bend the 
endpiece up:lard or downward, particularly with metal frames. 
Some dispensers prefer using tools such as hinge gripping 
pliers (to brace the hinge against loosening) and angling 
pliers, as illustrated below. 
Use caution i'lhen manipulating the 
hinge and endpiece area of screw-
mounted rimless frames. Stress 
may .crack the lens at the hole. 
To minimize stress, brace the 
lens screw with a plier . 
. The a..'Ylg le should normally be 
about 8° (5°-15°) less than 
a right angle. This is 
called Dantoscoric tilt 
( ;:-antoscopic angle) and is 
desirable to reduce unwanted 
optical effects when the 
eyes turn dowmmrd during 
reading. 
An increase in the Dantosco2tc 
tilt has the 3ffect-of raising 
the hei ght of a bifocal seg 
( try it if the seg is too l ow) 
and vis a versa. 
n· (f> 
('~! 
'"---- '---- - -
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3. Adj~st the bridge. 
Adjustable nose vad.§ should be ane;led equally (unless an 
irregular nose dictates otheM4ise), should slope at about 
20° to verticle, should us~ally be spread slightly further 
apart between the rear edges and between the bottoms than 
between the front edges and the tops (very straight, narrow 
noses may be an exception), and usually should sit fairly 
close to the ey ffivi res • 
. 
r 
yes 
yes L I j ;I I 
no 
lr !I rf !;I 
Place the frame on the patient. 
Note the relation of the pads 
to the s ~rface of the nose. 
View from the front, sides, 
and above. The pads shou l d 
sit flat on the nose surface 
as seen from a l l angles. If 
they don't, red spots or lines 
lvi 11 develo:r on the skin under 
-' 
no no 
yes 
(
I\ 
/1 · ·~ 
________ .) 
yac no 
no 
no 
cab 
while 
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the parts of the pads which are pressing most. You 
check for this by having the patient wear the frame 
you gently press on the bridge with your finger for 
then look for red marks. 
20 seconds; 
/ ' ·,~ 
The pads should rest, for /0 ..?~~"':-.::-~ best support and comfort, / , ~~~ on the hasal bone rather I~ n 
than lov1 er down on the nose U 
or near the inner cant8 us , \ 
of the eye. They should be \----' , ___ _ 
close enough together to 
prevent side-to-side slop, 
yes no 
' \ . __ _ 
no 
yet not so close as to pinch the nose or cause the front to 
stand a\•r ay from the face excessively. 
Flat noses (oriental in particular) are often 
best fit by angling the tops of the pads' into 
close proximity, spreading the bottoms far 
apart, and fla ttening the planes of the r:ads 
tov1ard the face. 
To raise the front on the f a ce 
(if, for examp1e, the bifocal 
seg is too low), lo\11er the pads 
or bring t hem closer together. 
To 10\'i'er the frame, do the 
opposite. 
l!YB §f~l 
i-~ • ·- -
To increase the vertex distance, 
. extend the pads backwards or bring 
them closer t ogether. To decrease 
it, do the opposite. 
Normally, each pad should be equally displaced 
from the center. If, for some reason (such as 
a crooked nose), you wish to reposition the 
fr ont laterally, displace each pad equally to 
one side or t he other. 
o,\G 
o,cr 
In many cases, one•s fingers are adequate to manipulate the 
pads. Additionally, one may use toois such as the fo llowing: 
pac adjusting plier 
snipe nose plier 
round nose (half-round, 
i=:J 
•/C\\ 
.. ·'· 
hollow snipe ::"lose plier 
JavJs are 
parallel when 
2 mm open f or 
be tter gripping. 
looping) plier -- The ro U..Yld 
n ose does not nick (nick s 
i·J eaken ) the gua r d arm. 
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~xtreme repositioning of the pad may necessit ~ te first 
straightening the guard arm, then recurving it, ':lith the 
curve in a different location. This is best done with 
a round nose plier. 
If, aft8r proper ad j ustment, the pads are still causing 
redness and discomfort ( ~ s is the case with some older 
patients \<~hose nasal flesh · has lost firmiless), try 
(1) larger nose pads, which distribute weight over 
a larger area, thus reducing pressure, or 
(2) nose pad cushions, which are @ {J· 
of soft plastic and slip on 
over the pads. 
(j} I J: 
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Plastic frames usually permit some limited modification 
of the bridge. 
If the bridge is too narrow, heat 
it selectively, hold one eyewire 
in each hand, and pull apart to 
stretch the bridge. If too wide, 
squeeze together. 
To 't1 iden only the lower part of 
the bridge, heat the bridge and 
rotate the eyewires out1-1ard. 
Rotate inward for the opposi ts 
effect. 
Be mindful, especially with hi~h sphere or cylinder power, 
that such manipulations may significantly alter DBOC and 
lens axis. Verify the glasses afterwards to evaluate the 
effect of your manipulation. Often an errant cylinder axis 
may be corrected by heating the eyewire and rotating the 
lens appropriately with the lens aligning plier. 
Ad-A-Pads are glue-on nose 
pads used for building up ~ 
bridges of plastic frames )\ 
which are not fitting well. ~ .. '-
Ttri thin limits, they can · 
adapt the bridge to noses . 
which are too narrow, 
crooked, etc. They may 
also be used to raise the 
frame on the f ace, as in 
the case of a bifocal seg 
which is too low. 
Place a drop or two of 
glue on the concave sur-
face of the pad and press 
it onto the eyewire (or 
apply acetone to both the 
pad and the eye~ire loca~ 
tion receiving the pad, 
and press together), :flat 
edge frontwards. Let it 
dry. 
The thicker end is usually 
placed up~ard. In certain 
cases it would be placed 
dm.;nward. 
Ad-A-Pads are available i n 
four sizes. Use according 
to the degree of alteration 
needed. 
thin 
med i LUn 
heavy 
flat 
--------......, . 
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A small bump or other irregulat•i ty of the nose might be 
accomodated by filing the bridge, making a depression or 
angle corresponding in size, shape, and location to the 
nasal irregularity. 
In the case of a flat nose (black and oriental patients 
in paJrticular) the pads fo.und on certain zyl frames may 
need to be flared out. Heat the pads selectively and 
push them outward with your fingers or the back of a spoon. 
Proper pad 
flair -
Narrow pad 
flair 
Wide pad 
flair 
A plastic frame may be made · more adjustable by requesting 
the lab to install guard arms and nose pads. The eyewires 
at the bridge must be thick enough to anchor the guard arm 
securely. 
4. Adjust the temples to fit the ears and head. 
The bend should begin at the top of the ear and should 
conform in shape and slope to the groove behind the ear. 
good too long too short bend too 
sharp 
. I 
·~· 
bend too 
gradual 
A too-long or too~gradual bend will allow the glasses to 
slide forward do· ... m the nose. A too- short bend will cause 
the glasses to "sit- up, 11 in effect increasing the pa..'1 t osco-
p i c tilt. A too-sharp bend will tend to rub and irritate 
behind the ear. 
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Heat the appropriate area of the 
temple, unbend, and rebend as needed. 
To avoid scorching the tip of the 
temple on the bottom of the salt 
pan, it is best to heat it as 
illustrated at the right. 
Check the space between the temple 
and the back of the ear by gently 
pressing the front against the face 
and feeling behind the ears with 
your fingers. If you can slip the 
width of your fingertip between the 
temple and the back of the ear, too 
much space is present and the 
temples probably ought to be bent 
more. 
Check ·for excess slack by pulling 
gently forward on the front. 
It is proper to allow a slight 
amou..'1.t (but just a slight amount) 
of play. 
no yes 
The temples should be angled inward at the bend on most 
patients! Too little angling will cause the temple tip 
to rub and irritate the back of the ear. Too much will 
cause the temple to stand away from the head at the bend 
and cause discomfort 11here the tip presses the head. 
The amount of angling needed varies among individuals. 
\ 
;r, ·"' , \I 
' ~ . 
'' 
too little ~~Eling 
;, \ ' i.··.l \ ' 
"J i 
I 
too much angling 
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The temple must be bent to correspond to any ridges, bumps, 
or other irregularities of the head behind the ears. 
OthervJi se, the temple may have a tendency to "pop- up!( on 
the ear, not hold snugly, and irritate • 
.. 
good fit poor fit 
Usually the temples should have a slight im·1ard 
curvature, as most heads are somewhat curved. 
Rounder heads may need more curvature; temples 
without curvature would press on the sides of 
the head uncomfortably and would tend to slip 
for~.vard. Conversely, too much curvature causes the 
temples to press imvard on the head over and behind the 
ears, decreases needed tension along the sides of the 
head, and creates an unattractive bo"tled-out appearance. 
examples: 
·ooo 
yes no no 
Customize the shape of the temple to the individual patient. 
This requires feeling and looking behind the ear. The 
contcurs of the temple should match those of the ear and 
head, so that the temple is lying flat on the skin surface 
and is distributing vleight evenly. 
If, after prnper adjustment, the temp l es still irritate 
the ears, some relief might be afforded by tern~le covers 
of soft plastic.which slip on over the temple tips. 
They are availaole for both spatula anc comfort cable 
temples, the latter corning in varieus sizes to accornodate 
different cable thic~~esses. 
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5. Check the folding angles of the temples. 
\vhen folded, both temples should be angled similarly and 
allow the frame to slip into its case easily. The temple 
tips should not rub the lenses (especially if plastic). 
Adjust by folding the temple and, holding the front with 
the other hand, move the temple up or down so as to bend 
the hinge barrels somewhat. This does not affect the 
pantoscopic angle (but it doesn•t hurt to recheck it). 
As before, bend slowly and gently anc avoid bending when 
the hinge area is warm. (One may also use angling pliers 
for this--as il l ustrated below--and for changing the 
pantoscopic angle.) 
__ --u===v=-~ 
More Pointers on frame adjustment 
tightening the frame -- a summary of possible remedies 
for a 11 loose" or "sliding" fit 
1. Tighten the hinge screws. 
If stripned, replace it with a similar screw or a nut 
and bolt. 
~vhen driving a screw, brace the frame on a table, 
with your fingers out of the v1ay. Otherwise you run 
the risk of stabbing yourself if the screwdriver slips. 
yes no · 
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Avoid over-tightening '"'hich makes folding the temple 
difficult. 
The hinge screws on Optyl frames are covered with a 
protective coating which makes initial turning of 
the scretvs difficult. If necessary, heat the area 
or scratch the coating off the sc!.!ews ,.,i th a screw-
driver. 
If the temple still swings } ) 
lao sely and/ or is wobbly, 
squeeze the hinge barrels . ~ 
closer together. Easy does 
it! Even a small amount of 
excessive pressure can collapse (in tv hi ch .case use 
a scre1r1driver to pry apart) or break the barrels. 
Also check (if present) eyewire, lens, and/or. nose-
p~d screws. Tighten if needed. 
2. Check the fit of the · temples behind the ears. 
Increase (or otherwise reshape) the bend as needed. 
3. Bend the endpieces in. 
4. 
s. Bend the front at the bridge (slightly; this could 
alter bridge fit and lens optics). 
looseni~g the frame -- some remedies for an uncomfort ably 
tight fit 
1. Or;en (or o ther".·T ise reshape) the tern ple bend if too 
tight :Jehind the ears. Often a small chang e is suffi-
cient. You may want to bend the endpieces i!l a little 
to compensate for the loosening effect. 
2. 3end the endpieces out-..1ard (you may also VJant to curve 
the temC'les inward s l ightly if the head is rou...'1dish) if 
the te~ples are too tight on the sides of the head . 
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ciscomfort on the nose -- possible causes 
l.' The nose pads are asymmetrically positioned. 
2. The nose pads are not aligned with the nasal contours 
(not sitting flat on the skin). 
3. The nose pads . are spaced too closely or too widely. 
4. The pads are rough, broken, or worn. 
5. The pads are sme.ll. Try larger pads or cushions. 
6. The bridge of the frame is not the proper size 
or shape for the patient. 
7. The frame is crooked on the face due to asymmetric 
angling of . the temples . ( 0];' improper compensation, if 
the ear R are not level) or one temple 11 poppj.ng up11 due 
to a too-short or otherwise improper temple bend. 
8. The frame is slipping down the nose due to a too-long 
temple bend or heavy weight of the glasses. 
discomfort on the too of one ear -- possible causes 
l. The frame is crooked. 
2. The temple bend is improper. 
3. The temple is curved or the bend angled in improperly • 
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4. The temple surface is cracked or rough. File, if neeCled, 
and smooth the area with a~etone. 
l ov.rer eye,vires touching the cheeks -- possible remedies 
l. :Ce crease the pan tos co pic ti 1 t. 
2. Raise the front or L'lcrease the vertex distance via 
adjustable nose pads or Ad-A-Pads. 
3· Try another frame-, one having a narrower or adjustable 
bridge or a smaller or shallower eyesize. 
uPper eyewire touching the eyebrows-- ;ossible rer::edies 
l. Increase the pantoscopic tilt. 
2. Increase the vertex di stance. 
3. Try a di~ferent frame. 
evelashes touching the lenses -- possible remedies 
l. Incre~se the vertex distance. 
2. Bend the front outward at the bridge (slightly). 
3. Order lenses with a deep base curve. 
The more curved the base (front) curve is, the more 
curved--and further from the eye--the back surface 
i'lill be. 
Minus lenses have flatter base curves than plus lenses. 
Generally; standard minus lenses have base curves of 
about + 6 D to + 4 D or less and standard plus lenses 
have base curves of about + 6 D to + 8 D or more. The 
extent to 'tJhich the lab can supply a base curve deeper 
than standard is li~ited by optical and other technical 
consider at ions. 
visual Problems (headaches, blur, strain, etc.) 
possible causes 
1. The patient is not looking through the optical centers 
of the lenses. The frame may be crooked (or the eyes 
may not be level), causing a vertical prismatic 
imbalance; or 1:oth optical centers may be too high or 
low; or the DBOC may not match the patient 1 s Pn, 
causing a horizontal prismatic imbalance. 
2. One side of the front is closer to the face. 
3. The pantoscopic tilt is extreme, creating umvanted 
cylinder. 
4. The vertex distance is '!:lrong (perhaps due to a loose 
frame sliP'Ping down the nose), changing the effective 
power of the lenses. 
5. The lenses are incorrect, not being of the prescribed 
power or cylinder axis (mi~ht be correctable with lens 
ali13T1ing plier), having umv"ante·ci or irr:prober vert:i.. cal or 
hor j z·ontal prism, or no t hav ing the correct DBOC ( Pr;) 
or seg height (either measured or supplied inaccurately). 
6. The lenses are warned (check with the colmascone or 
lens measure). A plastic lens in a metal frame is 
the most likely offender. 
7. Tt.e pr esc ri ~ ti on is ne1.-l and signL:i cant ly di ~ferent 
from the previous gl asses. The p~tient may initially 
be confused or cisoriented by magnification cr . distor-
tion effects (cylinder, in "Part icu.lar, causes a '' slan ted11 
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8. 
9. 
10·. 
11. 
12. 
14. 
view of things), especially as the head is turned from 
side to side. Encourage the patient to ~Hear the glasses 
a 1veek or two and return if problems persist. Usually 
the patient will adapt. 
The add of the new bifocals is stronger than the old 
add, causing unclear vision at intermediate distances 
(usually becomes a problem above+ 1.75 D add). 
The ne1v lenses are larger (and perhaps thicker) 
than the old ones, causing increased aberrations. 
The new lenses have a di~ferent bifocal style than 
previous glasses. In particular, switching from an 
exec · to aFT 25 may noticeably constrict the near 
field of view; and S'i'li tching to an exec from a FT 25 
may introduce aberrations in the lower portion to 
which the patient is not accustomed. 
The patient is new to wearing bifocals, trifocals, 
or progressive addition lenses. Instruct the patient 
on lens use and have him wear and adapt to them for 
a week or two. The seg (or optical center) height 
may possibly need to be raised or lowered. 
The new lenses have a different base curve than the 
old lenses, introducing certain subtle optical changes 
(such as a different magnification) which upset certain 
individuals. Either have the ~atient wear and adapt 
or order new lenses having the7 old base curve (measure 
it '\1'1 i th a lens measure). 
The lenses are dirty or 
scratched. Note that 
scatches on the centers of 
lenses are most disruptive 
and frequently are caused by 
(and you might point this 
out to the patient) setting 
th? glasses dov-m on the 
lens es. :Long, ~-vide scratches 
on the back surfaces of the lenses can result from 
the patient repeatedly rubbing h is eyes (and the lenses) 
'.vi th his f inr;rers and from the temple t ips rubbing the 
lenses when the temples are folded. 
The patient is using the glasses for a task or distance 
for vJh i ch they were not designed. For example: 
A "standard" near examination is conducted at 16"; if 
the glasses were prescribed for th is ~istance, yet 
t he patient is attempting to read a newspaper held at 
20'' or play an organ v1i th music placed at 24" or sm-1 
at 12", vision may not be satisfactory. Explain this 
to the patient. The doc to r may need to alter the 
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near prescription. or prescribe a second pair for the 
special task (eg. orga.l'l-playing glasses). 
15. The symptoms are due to other factors, such as drugs, 
tension, cataracts, age-related changes of the retina, 
disease or injury of the eye, poor health, etc., which 
the glasses cannot correct and are not causing. 
16. The ~rescription is incorrect. It may be that the 
patient is using an outdated prescription; perhaps 
the patient's vision has changed since the latest 
exam (even if recent);. maybe the patient responded 
poorly during the exam; or possibly the doctor simply 
missed on this one. If other factors have been 
ruled out, refer the patient to the doctor. 
se~ sits too low --possible remedies 
1. loi-Ier the nose pads to raise the front. 
2. Br ing the nose pads closer to~ether (or otherwise 
decrease ~he bridge · width) to raise the front. 
3. I ncr ease the pan to scopic ti 1 t. 
4. _iid j~st the temples behind _the -ears and otherwise tighten 
the frame to prevent the frame from slipping dm·m the 
nose. 
5. Order new lenses with higher segs. 
se~ sits too high -- possi~le remedies 
l. Raise the nosepads to lower the frame. 
2. Spread the nose pads (or otherwise widen the bri dge) 
to lower the front . 
3. recrease the pantoscopic tilt. 
4. Order ne1t1 lenses with l01·1er segs. 
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salt pan use 
1. Keep moving 
the frame back 
and forth while 
heating, if zy 1 .. 
Holding station-
ary may cause 
Pitting of the 
surface. 
Warm temple ends 
of metal frames 
with caution, as 
they tend to pit 
o:r burn easily~ 
Usually a couple 
of quick runs through 
the sand is sufficient. 
2. Thicker parts require longer 
warming before bending.. Same for · 
older, more·brittle frames. 
3. Al1r~ays cool a warmed frame with cool water 
to set the shape, avoid loosening of the hinge (if that 
area has been warmed ) , avoid an unpleasantly h :::: t 
surprise fer the patient, and to clean. 
4. Grains of salt often get trappped in the hinge area 
and restrict unfolding of the temple. This can trick 
you into thinking the front-temple angle is less tha..'1 
it really is~ To remove the grains, tap the frame 
lightly on the salt pan a~/or '!:lr.ush the hinge area 
with a toothbrush or something similar. 
5. If the lenses are glass they will absorb heat readily. 
Yot.: might v1 ant to protect your fingers from the hot 
glass by covering the frame or lenses with a to1,•1el 
while bending. The sa.i'Ile goes for plastic-metal combina-
tio~ frames. 
6. Opty 1 neecs to be warmed U..."1 til it is so:f,'t and 
and easily bent. 3 rea..l{.age may well result f rom attempt-
ing to bend an ins uffi ci en tly 1.v armed part. 3end it 
to the desired shape and hold it in p l ace vlhile either 
letting it air-cool or i nr.ers i nh it in cool water. 
Optyl expands with heat, and imm~rsing in cold '\•later 
may cause it to set in the expanded sta te:--lf an 
Optyl frame becomes deformed, heat it well ( to limp-
ness ) , let it sta..11d by itself, aJld it \<J ill revert 
(by 11 memory H 1 to its origi nal s h ape. O~·tyl is diffi-
cult to overheat or burn. 
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FRJU-fE REPAIR 
temple replacement 
A broken temple must, in most cases, be replaced. 
Order a new one or take one from a stock frame {and 
order a replacement temple) or a Junk . frame. 
If an exact replacement is not available, a temple from 
a different frame may work (especially if by the same 
manufacturer) if the color, length, bulk, and--most 
importantly--number and thickness of the hinge barrels 
are similar to the original. 
Sometimes even 
mismatching barrel 
styles may be improvised 
into something that will 
function. Filing down 
the thickness of a too-
thick barrel will work 
in some cases. In 
certain other instances, 
cutting off a middle 
barrel (vJith cutting 
nippers) will do the 
trick. 
screw replacement 
If a screw will not 
tighten (it turns 
·.v i tho u t stop ) it i s 
most likely stripped. 
Replace it with a 
similar type screw. 
If additional secur-
ity is desired or if 
the screw hole is 
stripped, use a nut 
and bolt. Note that 
the sharp-edE;ed side 
of the nut faces 
toward the metal it 
/~-, 
, I 
.. I jo r@i i' 0 
'1"'--: 
· ~ 
llY ~~ )- · ~-· --- . · ' . / ' 
is to contact, so as to grip and hold~ 
1J1o ther measure to se cure a scre':J that persistantly ',iork.s 
loose (usually resulting from re~eated foldil!g of the 
temple ) is to annly clear fi~gernail polish to the head 
a..YJ.j end of the screw after it is in place . 
lCO 
If a screw breaks, extract it by methods such as the 
following: 
( l) Back it out with a screw 
extractor (remover), the 
prongs of which grab the 
screw end. Use the size 
appropriate for the given 
( 2) 
screw. 
Cut a slot in an end of the 
screw, if possible, with a 
thin screw head file; then 
back it out with a screwdriver. 
(3) Punch it out ·with a 
punch plier. 
First cut/file any 
excess length off 
the screw; other-
wise you might 
r:tvet the scre\-1 
in place •. 
( 4 ) t-rill it out. 
Use a drill bit of di arne ter the same as or slightly 
larger than the screw. 
hinge rePair 
A broken barrel can be temporarily improved 
by closing the loop with a snipe nose or 
loooinp; plier. However, the part (front or 
temple ) should be replaced or repsired soon. 
The method of repair depends on whether the hinge is 
hidden or riveted. 
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hidden hinge repair 
( l) Heat the end piece in the salt P&~. 
~{hen the plasttc ls soft, pull the 
hinge out ~ith a plier (or pry out 
with·a sc~ewdriver). 
(2 : Find a replacement hinge similar in 
barrel·style and anchor size (a 
slightly larger anchor may be best) 
to the original. Holding it with 
nippers or pliers, heat it to red 
hot in a flame. 
( 3) Press it, '\.Jhile hot, in to the area 
of the endpiece formerly occupied 
by the original hinge. It will melt 
the surrounding plastic and sink in~ 
(4} If the anchor does not sink in all 
the '.-lay or the hinge sits some1rlhat 
crooked, reheat the hinge by apply-
ing the tip of the solder gun to it. 
After several seconds of contact the 
hinge i'lill heat sufficiently to 
again melt the surrounding plastic 
and, ~.,rif.h moderate pressure, will 
sink further.· Manipulate the hinge, 
while hot, until it is flush with 
the surface of the frame and posi~ 
tioned similar to the hinge on the 
other side of the frame. 
(5) Plunge the frame into cold Hater to cool the 
hot hinge and to shrink and set the plastic 
surrounding the hinge? 
If the hinge ·.-~obbles a little, reheat it v1i tt: 
the solder gun and quickly recool. 
The plastic around the hinge may need to be 
filed down flat before the temple will fit 
properly. 
If the removal of the original hinge has left 
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a particularly large hole or if the anchor of 
the replacement hinge is slightly smaller than 
that of the original, cut off a f e'>v small strips 
f l + i f . 1 ""' ( " t ' ' -t~ o p asu c rom a JUn~ ~rama rrcm ne paas O-
the bridge, in particular ) and place them in the 
hole and, if ]:Ossible, c:u•ound the ne'!l hinge. 
As the new, hot hinge si.:1h:s into the ·,.Jtole it 
~ill melt the plastic strips. which will tend 
to fi 11 gaps. 
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riveted hinge repair 
(1) 
\ . 
(2) 
( 3) 
(4) 
File off the old rivet 
heads. 
Pu.'1.ch out the 
old shield. 
Select a :rivet shield ( 
to match the old one RivErs 
as closely as possible. -- ~~n --------
Push the :rivets into (\, ~,- ~ r ~· .· FR 
the rivet holes. · \ . \ LJ A 
\ . M 
, \) ' E 
~ -~ 
Select a renlacement hinge 'dhich is an exact 
match of the 0riginal. Push it through the 
rivets. Squeeze the hinge ar.d shield tightly 
together. 
I FRAME 
SHIELD 
(5 ) Cut off the rivets so as to 
leave stubs a·8cut 2 mm lor..g. 
(6) Flare [-!nd .flatten the 
stubs. to rivet .. 
?eflattening of the 
rivets will tighten 
rivets whi~h may have 
oecome loose. 
Use either the 
rivet-punch~ 
riveting ham~ er or- the au tom 9. tic 
Support the hir~e on an anvil. 
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metal frame hinge repair 
(1) Heat old hinge in flame to red hot. 
(2) Pull it off, ,t~hile hot, 'IIi th nippers or pliers. 
( 3 ) If some old solder remains or if hi!l.p::e wi 11 
not pull off~ use cutting nippers and/or flat 
metal file to remove~ surface should be flat 
in preparation for new hinge. 
(4 ) Select a replacement solder-on hinge to exactly 
match the original. Solder it onto the spot 
vacated by the original hinges 
or±:age repair 
Note that this repair is possible·only on 
certain types of metal frames. 
method 1 -- 11 sew job" 
(1) Drill two holes on each side rz--
of the break. (Make sure the =rJ il__ 
holes on both sides are placed 
at the same vertical locations.) 
(2) Sew top::ether with nylon fishing line. 
(Use a length of about 6".) 
(3 ) Apply a drop of super g lue to the break 
vlhen the knot is half tied. Then pull 
tighter on the knot, gras ping the ends of 
the line with sniPe nose Pliers. Then 
finish the knot (a square-knot } , again pulli~g 
tight. 
( 4) Cut off the excess line with nippers. A.'1 
optional touch is to nmv apply a little more 
super g l ue to the knot and around the brea_l{ 
for extr a strength. let it dry. 
When completed, the apce arance s hould be as 
follo\v s: 
front back 
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method 2 
( 1) 
(2) 
( 3) 
(4) 
( 5) 
Cut a narrow piece or rod of metal 
(from a junk metal frame, etc.) 
about t'' long. Sharpen the ends 
with a metal file. 
Heat one end of the rod in a flame 
until it is red hot. 
( 
Ram 
the 
the 
the 
the hot rod into one end of 
break (the rod will soften 
plastic and sink in) until 
rod is about half-way in. 
._.., ---
Heat the other end 
(Be careful not to 
plastic.) 
~~- ?f L[':--__ _ 
.. ... / I ~- l..... of the rca. / , i l i.._ ~ 
burn the / .·~ ' 
Ram this end of the rod 
into the other end of 
the break. Push the 
left and right parts 
of the front together. 
Work quickly, while the 
rod is still hot. 
Because the plastic is 
softened, the ends of 
the break will usually 
fuse together. 
(":_-_:j::::: ~
(6) File away any rough areas and smooth over with 
acetone. 
Note that plastic bridge repair is a temporary measure. 
The front should be replaced for a more perm~~ent solu-
tion. 
solder jobs 
A break in a metal frame ca.~ often be repaired by solder-
ing. The exact technique depends on where the break is, 
what k1nd of solder is used (gold' sheet, silver wire, etc.), 
a...'1d \Athich method (torch or electric) is employed. 
Elements common to any technique are (l) application of 
solder flux (a liquid; can be brushed on, etc.) to the 
break area, to facilitate the flow of the solder t h rough-
out the brea1l: area upon heating, (2) bringing a piece of 
solder into contact vli th the brea..1{ area, and ( 3) heating 
the break area and solder until the solder melts and flows 
into aJlC around the break, follmv8C by ( -4 ) cooling L1 vvater. 
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Soldering usually discolors a frame in the heated area, 
and the patient should be advised of this. The discolor-
ation may often be corrected to some degree after· the 
soldering :w}. th a fiberglass brush or a metal file. Paint 
may also help in some cases. Black enamel (as for model 
airplanes), in particular, works quite nicely to touch 
up black frames. 
Two comrron sold~r repairs are the broken-off guard ·arm 
and the broken bridge crossbar. These two repairs, as 
executed with gold sheet solder and a hand-held torch, are 
outlined below as examples of how to proceed. 
guard arm repair 
( l) Remove nose pads and l enses to protect · from 
burning and cracking. If a combination frame, 
remove plastic top rims. Handling may be made 
easi~r if the temples are removed also. {If 
not, keep the flame away from any plastic parts.) 
(2) Clamp the front with back 
side up in 11 third hand 11 or 
. similar holder. 
The eyewire at the attatch-
ment spot of the old g uard 
arm may need to be filed to 
create a flat, smooth sur-
face and / or to remove any 
um'la..'1.ted material. 
(3) Cut (with nippers) a piece of soljer about 
2 mm square. Pl ace it on an asbestos pad. 0 
( 4) 
( 5) 
( 6) 
Apply so l d -3r flux to the solder, the end of the 
new guard arm, and the eye1·1ire at the solder site. 
Turn on the flame. Pick \lP 
the new guard ar·m .,.,i th pl i e r 
or tweezer. Touch the end of 
t he guard arm to the solder 
and apply f l ame U.'1.til solder 
starts to melt ana attacthes 
to the guard arm end. 
Touch the guard arm end to 
the crooer location on the 
eyewire - (so as to result in 
the nose pads being s ymmetrically ;-laced) and 
apply the flame until the solder flo\·ls for a 
second or two. Cool in ~ ater and reassem~ le 
frame. 
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crossbar repair 
(l) Disassemble frame as needed. (Usually just 
the lens and nose pad on the break side need 
be removed. ) 
(2) Bend the frame (if twisted) to its original 
shape so as to place the ends of the break 
in contact with each other. 
(3) Insert the solder (a piece 
about 2 mm square or 1 mm :::::::-..1 fF~ 
x 3 mm) ·betiveen the break .· . ---:, 06C 
ends. J} 
( 4) Apply solder flux. 
(5) Place frame on asbestos pad or in third h~~d. 
(6) Apply flame until solder flows one or ti'IO seconds. 
Cool in water and reassemble. 
r'l otes 
• Surfaces involved should be reaso'nable clean. 
·A narro,.;, blue·flame vJorks best. 
• Attach the arms of the third hand as close to the 
loose lens 
solder site as possible to conduct heat a'~llay from 
the area, to minimize the risk of nearby solder 
joints melting or the eyewire breaking from excessive 
heat. 
plastic frame 
Remove the lenses, heat the front, then plunge it 
into cold Hater. Tap the frame lightly on the side 
of the sink, etc • . Rereat, ·if necessary. This 
process tends to cause the plastic to contract or 
shrink, within limits. If the lenses are still 
loose,. ord ~ r new (larger-cut) lenses. 
~~ 
Cptyl may not respond well to the above. ~. ~~/.-.~'t-~·.'' 
Insteaa, heat the front to limpness, hold ~~·~ 
one eye'.-vire , ... i th two hands in close /''=! ·~ 
proximity, and so. ueeze the eye\oJire · '-...... 
together along its length. Repeat at several locations 
along the eyewire. This may shrink it satisfactorily. 
If the eyewire is broken, rep l ace the front. If, 
for some rea8on, the ·patient must continue to · ... 1ear 
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tbe brokan front, one can apply glue around the 
insiJe of the eyewi re, ]Jut the lens in place, and 
let it dry. ( Aprlication of glue to the break only 
will not hold.) If super glue is used, keep your 
fingers out of the way (easier said than done). 
Clean any glue off the lens and fin~ers with acetone 
(on Q-tips, etc.). The patient sho~ld be advised 
that the lens hereafter may not be reusable. 
metal 
rimless 
Tighten the eyewire screw. Replace if stripped. 
Use a nut and bolt and / or coat the screw ends with 
elear fingernail polish if the screw loosens 
persistently. 
If the eyewire is bent out of shape and does not 
conform to the shape of the lens, bend it into 
proper shape. 
If the lens is still loose, it should probably be 
reordered (to be cut larger), particularly if the 
job is new. Otherwise, use a liner, which is a 
strip of plastic or rubber inserted into the inside 
of the eyewire to fill in the space between the lens 
and eyewire. This author has found a generally 
successful method to be: 
(l) Cut two pieces of liner, each 
about 3/4" long. 
(2) Lay one piece in the lo1ver 
nasal eye1dre, the other 
in the up2er temporal 
ey ewire. 
(3) Insert the lens and tighten. 
a 
If the lens ib still loose, try liner at all four 
corners • . 
Another apDroach is to note where there is a gap 
bet1.veen the eyewire and the lens; then place the 
liner on the opposite side of the lens. This tends 
to push the lens into the gap. 
Tighten the l ens screws; if ne ed~r'l. repla. ~e them 
a.l'ld /or use nuts. If the lens is mou..'l.ted bv 
nylon li:'le, r-emove it, pull out one en d of the 
line, c lip off a short length (try l/8" ) , reinsert 
the line, <md replace the lens. ~~eneat if necessary. 
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fr arne surface renai:r 
metal 
If sweat or skin acids erode or cause a greenish 
discoloration of the metal (yellow gold most often) 
or if the metal is irritating the skin by way of 
~~ allergic response to the metal. coat the area(s) 
of the frame which contact(s) the skin {most often 
the insides of the temples and/or the lower eyewi:res) 
with clear fingernail polish. This ~.§1. alleviate 
the problem. 
Sometimes dulled metal surfaces may be cleaned and 
brightened by an appropriate polishing compound. 
Buffing on a polishing wheel may also help. 
Beware using acetone on some painted metal frames, 
such as Menrad's sunbrown color frames, as acetone 
c~~ dissolve the paint. 
plastic 
To smooth over an area that is cracked, burnt, 
scratched, filed, or otherwise blemished, file 
the area to :relative smoothness and fiat.ness, 
then dip your fingertip (or a cloth) in acetone 
and lightly wipe the surface. Avoid digging or 
excessive :rubbing as this may rough the surface. 
'Can't blm,J it dry; rather let it dry on its own. 
ron't put it in the salt pan for, preferably, at 
least 24 hours (as the softened plastic may be 
easily burned) • 
If the frame ~,.,r~1i tens--as the result of excess ace-
tone treat <rent, ~tJ ashing with soap and water, m·1e at, 
contact with boiling or l'lear-boiling \'later, etc.--
rub the surface with oil or Armor -All Pro tecta.-"1 t. 
This may well only partially remedy the whiteness. 
Bon Ami or acetone may remove ·,.;hi teness caused by 
soap and water. 
The finish of an Optyl frame may be restored by 
buffing any scratches, then coating with polyurethane 
finish (glossy or satin), available at any paint 
store. Al l ow it to dry 24 hours for full curing. 
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Some tools not previously illustrated herein follow. 
cutting ni ""D"Per s for cutting plastic or metal (screws, rivets, 
etc. ) 
tap -- for rethreading stripped screw holes 
meta,l file -- f or bll.Ulting sharp metal edges, such as the 
ends of bolts v·Thich have been cut; etc. 
zyl file-- for filing plastic frames, such · as the temple at 
the hinge area to open the fitback angle 
''''**' 
screvl finishing file -- for finishing screws Hi thout marring 
the frame or l enses 
round rat tai 1 file 
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